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Dear Friends,
This issue of Sooner Lawyer celebrates the inaugural 
OU Law Hall of Fame, the “Order of the Owl.” At a 
special event attended by more than 400 alumni and 
friends, we inducted our first honorees: Ada Lois 
Sipuel Fisher, Bill Paul, DeVier Pierson and Bill Ross. 
President David Boren also joined us to honor these 
exceptional individuals. As noted in our cover story 
on page 2, the Order of the Owl was created to 
highlight accomplished alumni and the legacy they 
leave for future generations of OU lawyers to follow. 
We were especially honored to induct Ada Lois 
Sipuel Fisher, in memoriam, on the 60th anniversary 
of her law school graduation, a pivotal moment in 
American history.
New Mexico Governor Susana Martinez is another history-making alumna featured in this 
issue (page 8). She was elected in 2010 as the first female governor of New Mexico and the 
first Latina governor in the nation. We are privileged to count Gov. Martinez among our 
alumni, and we know her passion for public service will continue to shape the Southwest. 
Public service is an important aspect of being a lawyer, and our students gain invaluable, 
real-world experience through the OU Legal Clinic. October marked the 40th anniversary 
of the clinic, established in 1971 by professors Ted Roberts and David Swank (page 12). 
The clinic serves clients in the community who otherwise would not be able to have legal 
representation while giving students practical experience.
Perhaps no one knows the secrets of finding a job better than OU Law alumna Joi Gordon. 
As CEO of Dress for Success Worldwide, she leads an international organization that 
provides career counseling, professional clothing and other resources to women hoping to 
embark on new careers. The organization assists 50,000 women in 12 countries each year. 
As you will read on page 16, she has found great success in helping others succeed.
Judge Martin Moltz had a successful legal career well before he assumed the bench as 
associate judge of the First Municipal Division of Cook County in Chicago. While presiding 
as a judge is inherently serious, Judge Moltz (page 20) knows how to have fun outside of 
the courtroom. He is a rollercoaster enthusiast and has ridden every coaster in the United 
States, Canada, England and Whales. When he is not on the bench, he is probably on a 
ride, taking the twists, turns and drops of another thrilling rollercoaster. His story reminds 
us of the importance of making time outside of our professional duties to pursue our other 
passions. I hope you are able do just that in 2012 and wish you all the best in the new year.
Warmest regards,
Joseph Harroz, Jr. 
Dean and Professor 
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| By JOnella Frank and evIe HOlzer |
Order
Owlof the
Four prominent graduates of the oU College of law were honored 
as the inaugural inductees into the order of the owl, a hall of fame 
established by the College to recognize alumni who demonstrate 
leadership and service through outstanding accomplishments in 
their legal careers. the induction dinner was held November 8 in 
the Molly shi Boren Ballroom in oklahoma Memorial Union. alumni 
honored were ada lois sipuel Fisher (’51), in memoriam, william G. 
paul (’56), w. devier pierson (’57) and william J. Ross (’54). 
More than 400 enthusiastic guests filled the ballroom and were welcomed by dean 
Joe Harroz. He briefly spoke of the common experiences of all oU law graduates 
and introduced president david l. Boren, a member of the Class of 1968.
“this evening has the feeling of a family gathering,” commented Boren. He spoke of 
recent student and faculty achievements and stated, “we are honoring role models 
tonight, and we celebrate that the oU College of law is truly on the move.” 
the induction ceremony followed dinner with each award recipient joining Harroz 
on the stage, accompanied by a student presenter who was selected based on 
the honoree’s own law school experiences. Harroz read comments from friends 
and family, followed by the award presentation and remarks from the honoree. 
a tribute video was shown prior to the induction of ada lois sipuel Fisher, whose 
son, Bruce Fisher, accepted the award on her behalf.
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2011
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“ she’s one of those people who truly 
embodied that ‘Be the change you want 
to see in the world.’ instead of saying ‘i 
wish’ she went and she did it, and i think 
that speaks the most to me. it’s the kind of 
person i want to be.” 
– OU Law Student Bianca Bryant
“ Had it not been for her, my uncle would not 
have been able to be the second african 
american admitted to the University of 
oklahoma College of law. Had it not been 
for her, then he or the third, fourth, fifth 
and so on would not have been admitted, 
myself included.” 
 – OU Law Student Reonna Green
“ she was a pioneer, she was fearless and 
she was so pretty. she was such a physically 
beautiful lady, but she was tough. she was 
committed to making it better for young 
lawyers, like me.” 
 –  Chief Judge Vicki Miles-LaGrange  
U.S. District Court for the Western  
District of Oklahoma
•  Civil rights pioneer and a trailblazer for 
generations to follow 
•  First african american to attend and 
graduate from the oU College of law 
at the urging of the National association for the 
advancement of Colored people, 21-year-old ada 
lois sipuel Fisher applied for admission to the 
oU law school on January 14, 1946, to challenge 
oklahoma’s segregation laws. after reviewing Fisher’s application, then-oU 
president George lynn Cross advised her that there was no academic reason to 
reject her application for admission, but oklahoma statutes prohibited whites and 
blacks from attending classes together. after a lengthy struggle, led by thurgood 
Marshall and requiring two trips to the U.s. supreme Court, she was admitted to 
the oU College of law.
in august 1951, she graduated from the oU College of law. after practicing law 
in Chickasha, Fisher joined the faculty of langston University in 1957, where she 
served as chair of the department of social sciences. she earned a master’s degree 
in history from oU in 1968. she retired from langston in december 1987 as 
assistant vice president for academic affairs.
in 1981, the smithsonian institution designated her as one of the 150 outstanding 
Black women who Have Had the Most impact on the Course of american History. 
in 1991, oU honored her with an Honorary doctorate, and in 1992, she was 
appointed to the oU Board of Regents. after she died in 1995, oU dedicated the 
ada lois sipuel Fisher Garden on the Norman campus in her honor.
Nathan williamson, president of the ada lois sipuel Fisher Chapter of the Black 
law students association, presented the order of the owl award to Bruce Fisher, 
ada lois sipuel Fisher’s son, following a video honoring his mother. the Fisher 
tribute video is posted online at www.law.ou.edu.
Ada Lois Sipuel Fisher
Class oF 1951
Family members of ada lois sipuel Fisher gather around the 
order of the owl award presented posthumously to her.
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/soonerlawyer/vol2011/iss2/1
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William G. “Bill” Paul 
“ Bill paul and i entered the University 
of oklahoma together in 1948. He 
very quickly established himself as an 
outstanding student. shortly thereafter i 
was standing beside the road in Norman, 
trying to hitchhike to my hometown in 
antlers. Bill picked me up and gave me 
a lift to pauls valley. From that day, we 
have been close friends — through school, 
in each other’s wedding, through the 
Marine Corps in korea, then moot court 
partners in law school. i can’t begin to 
place a value on his friendship through the 
years. He has been both a friend and an 
inspiration to me — because he not only 
gave me a lift on the road, but throughout 
undergraduate school and law school. He 
has been my role model as a lawyer and 
a person in every sense of the word. i am 
unable to express how truly grateful i am 
to ‘My Main Man’ william G. paul.” 
–  Judge Lee West 
U.S. District Court for the Western  
District of Oklahoma
•  president of the american Bar 
association from 1999 to 2000 
•  serves as of counsel for Crowe & 
dunlevy in oklahoma City
a leader in the bar, Bill paul has served as president 
of the oklahoma County, oklahoma and american 
bar associations, the american Bar endowment, 
and the National Conference of Bar presidents, 
among other organizations. paul serves as of counsel with Crowe & dunlevy 
and specializes in the practice areas of alternative dispute resolution, commercial 
transactions, corporate governance, and trusts and estates law. Named one 
of “the Best lawyers in america for alternative dispute Resolution,” he is a 
recipient of the oklahoma Bar association’s president’s award and lifetime 
achievement award.
He was inducted into the oklahoma Hall of Fame in 2003 and is a member of 
the oU alumni Hall of Fame. additionally, he was honored by the american Bar 
association’s Commission on Racial and ethnic diversity in the profession with its 
spirit of excellence award for his commitment to diversity in the legal profession.
paul’s law school education was interrupted by two years of active duty in the 
United states Marine Corps, including service in korea. He re-entered law school 
as a junior in the fall of 1954, and had the highest grade point average in the 
class in the first semester after his return.
sahar Jooshani presented the order of the owl award to paul. Jooshani is a third-
year law student who has studied abroad in France and Jordan and speaks five 
languages. Following graduation, she will serve in the JaG Corps.
Class oF 1956
Bill paul receives his award from student presenter 
sahar Jooshani.
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2011
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DeVier Pierson
“devier is the brightest, most articulate 
person i know. early in my deanship, 
when the law school was in need of much 
attention, he was the first person to help me 
see there might be light at the end of the 
tunnel. His early encouragement and support 
was a turning point in my deanship and the 
start of what turned out to be a successful 
fundraising campaign to renovate and add 
on to our law school.” 
– Dean Emeritus Andy Coats
“ one of devier’s famous clients was 
elliot abrams, a central figure in the 
iran Contra affair. in his autobiography, 
abrams offered a unique view of his 
lawyer from oklahoma. abrams wrote, 
‘tall, silver-haired, with the polite and 
old-fashioned manners and speech of 
a well-bred oklahoma lawyer, he is the 
central casting western lawyer who talks 
slowly and quietly, then exits the room 
leaving everyone feeling satisfied and 
friendly, and wondering how it is they 
have all just agreed to give it up and see 
things his way.’” 
 – Biographer Bob Burke
•  Co-chair of the oU College of law 
Board of visitors 
•  special counsel for Hunton & williams  
in washington, d.C.
devier pierson built a nationally-recognized legal 
practice during his 30 years in washington, d.C. His 
practice focuses on litigation, with concentration 
on the domestic and international energy fields 
and on international arbitration and litigation. He has held prominent positions in 
the executive and legislative branches of government, including serving as special 
counsel to president lyndon B. Johnson and chief counsel to the Joint Committee 
on the organization of Congress. He also was a member of the task Force for the 
organization of the department of transportation, the trade advisory Group of 
the Council on international economic policy, the Carter energy task Force, the 
advisory Committee to the U.s trade Representative, and the U.s. delegation to 
the el salvador legislative elections. 
while at oU law, pierson was the managing editor of the Oklahoma Law Review 
and was a member of the team that won the 1956 national championship in the 
National Moot Court Competition. 
presenting the order of the owl award to pierson was Matt Brown, a third-year 
law student who is a Calvert Moot Court Competition finalist and articles editor 
of the Oklahoma Law Review.
Class oF 1957
oU president david Boren visits with shirley and 
devier pierson at the induction ceremony.
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/soonerlawyer/vol2011/iss2/1
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William J. “Bill” Ross 
“ dad’s firm was one of the oldest in the 
state. Founded by dennis t. Flynn in 
1902, the firm was general counsel to 
santa Fe south Railroad and oklahoma 
Gas and electric. when Gordon Rainey, 
senior partner, died without warning in 
1975, dad was elevated very quickly to 
senior partner and was able to keep all 
of the clients and save the firm. the firm 
incorporated the oklahoma publishing 
Company in 1903. dad really enjoyed 
representing three generations of 
Gaylords.” 
– Bob Ross, Bill Ross’s son 
“edith Gaylord Harper ventured with her 
visions and family’s passions to make this a 
better world. Few knew her thoughts better 
than Bill. the two met at least weekly for 
decades. He was her attorney, advocate, 
counselor, and especially her friend. Bill 
continues her legacy as chairman of her 
two foundations (ethics in excellence and 
inasmuch), always with the unwritten tag 
line: what would edith do?” 
 – Tricia Everest, Gaylord family member
•  Co-chair of the oU College of law 
Board of visitors
•  Chairman of the board of the inasmuch 
Foundation and the ethics and 
excellence in Journalism Foundation
Bill Ross is the chairman of the board of directors 
of both the inasmuch Foundation and the ethics 
and excellence in Journalism Foundation. the 
inasmuch Foundation is committed to education, health and human services and 
community and has provided grants totaling $95 million since 2003. the ethics 
and excellence in Journalism Foundation funds projects in support of student 
journalists, working journalists and investigative reporting and, since 2003, the 
foundation has provided grants totaling $30.5 million. in addition, Ross serves as 
director of oklahoma City educare inc.
His extensive involvement with oU includes service on the Reach for excellence 
Campaign Committee and the oU College of law Board of visitors. along with 
Co-chair devier pierson, Ross led a successful campaign to expand and renovate 
the oU law Center. in 2000, Ross was honored with the Regents’ alumni award, 
which honors individuals who have given generously of their time and service to 
the university.
thanks to the inasmuch Foundation, the donald e. pray law library includes 
four multimedia study rooms, which accommodate eight students each and 
are equipped with the latest technology. in the 2010-2011 academic year, 463 
individual students made reservations for the inasmuch Foundation Multimedia 
study Rooms. that is 88 percent of the student body. in addition, there were 
more than 6,900 uses of the rooms. 
Jeff Riles, third-year student and president of the student Bar association, 
represents our students’ appreciation of this gift and presented the order of the 
owl award to Ross.
Class oF 1954
dean Joe Harroz congratulates Bill Ross, whose award 
was presented by Jeff Riles, student Bar association 
president.
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2011
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History was made when susana Martinez (’86) was 
sworn in January 1, 2011, as New Mexico’s first female 
governor and the country’s first latina governor. Just 
weeks later, her name was being mentioned as a 
possible 2012 Republican vice presidential candidate. 
it is “humbling” to be named as a possible contender 
for the second-highest office in the United states, she 
said, but she’s not interested in that job. she is too 
focused on serving New Mexico. 
Martinez was born July 14, 1959, in el paso, texas, the youngest 
of three children of paula and Jacobo Martinez. she grew up 
there, graduating in 1977 from Riverside High school, where 
she served as student body president. it was in high school that 
Martinez realized she wanted to have a career in public service. 
to accomplish that, she decided she needed to be a lawyer.
she attended the University of texas at el paso, going to classes 
during the day and working as a security guard for her parents’ 
security guard business at night. Martinez graduated in 1981 
with a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice and remained in el 
paso, working in the family business for two more years.
in 1983, she came to Norman to attend the oU College of law. 
after her first two semesters of law school, Martinez traveled 
to england to participate in the oxford summer program. 
However, it was her experience the following summer with a 
judicial internship in el paso that proved to be pivotal in the 
development of her legal career.
| By JOnella Frank |
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she interned with a judge whose docket included criminal cases. one case that summer had a  
big impact on Martinez. it was a murder case in which a man was accused of killing his  
eight-months-pregnant wife and throwing her body into a river with his young children watching. 
as a result of her involvement in that trial, Martinez decided she wanted to be a prosecutor. 
with that decision made, Martinez focused 
on honing her advocacy skills. she excelled 
in practice court, winning the albert C. 
Hunt award for outstanding performance. 
in addition, Martinez was selected, for the 
second time, as a member of oU law’s team 
for the National trial Competition. “only a few 
students, during the 26 years that i sponsored 
and coached the team, made the team twice,” 
said professor emeritus ted Roberts. “after working with her in class and on the trial teams, i had 
no doubt that she would be a success in the practice of law.”
after graduation, Martinez moved to las Cruces, New Mexico, to work as an assistant district 
attorney in the third Judicial district attorney’s office. she worked in this job for seven years, handling 
numerous tough cases and earning a reputation as a hard-working, effective prosecutor. 
in 1993, Martinez went to work for the New Mexico Children, youth and Families department. 
she represented the state in cases in which children were removed from their homes due to 
abuse or neglect. in March 1996, Martinez left this position to run against her former boss for 
district attorney. 
 Gov. Martinez makes her way through the New Mexico state Capitol Building on the day of her first state of the state address. 
looking back on the 
campaign, Martinez said 
without hesitation, the most 
positive aspect was meeting 
the people of her state. 
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2011
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Martinez listens to Medal of Honor recipient, sgt. First Class leroy petry, at a July 
2011 welcome Home Ceremony in santa Fe.
she won the election with almost 60 percent of the vote and took over as district attorney of the 
second largest district attorney’s office in New Mexico. throughout the next 14 years, Martinez 
was re-elected to that office three times and personally tried some of the district’s most difficult 
cases, including child abuse and child homicide.
Her most memorable case is the 2002 Baby Brianna child abuse case in which she prosecuted 
the mother, father and uncle of five-and-a-half-month-old Brianna lopez, who died as a result 
of extensive injuries inflicted by these family members. Martinez said the investigation revealed 
the baby “had been abused her entire life.” the case gained national attention and prompted a 
change in New Mexico law increasing the maximum penalty in a child abuse death case from 18 
years to a life sentence. Martinez keeps a picture of Baby Brianna in her office, next to her desk.
when asked about the emotional toll exacted by tough cases, 
particularly ones involving children as victims or witnesses, 
Martinez replied, “you just have to handle it and find a balance. 
you have to remain objective and can’t get emotional. you don’t 
want to become part of the damage.” 
Martinez readily admits she “lived her work and didn’t stop until 
it was time to eat or sleep.” For her efforts, she was honored 
twice as the New Mexico prosecutor of the year. 
the desire to be a public servant that first surfaced in high 
school still burned strong. on July 17, 2009, she entered the 
race for governor of New Mexico.
Martinez emerged from the five-candidate Republican primary 
with 51 percent of the vote and faced democrat diane denish, 
the state’s lieutenant governor since 2003. the race captured 
national attention as a woman against woman gubernatorial 
general election contest, as did the askins-Fallin matchup in 
oklahoma. Martinez campaigned to cut wasteful spending, 
lower taxes to create more jobs, end government corruption and reform education. the las 
Cruces prosecutor, who started the race with 3 percent name recognition, put 40,000 miles on 
her personal vehicle while meeting voters in every corner of the state and was rewarded with an 
opportunity to serve at a higher level.
looking back on the campaign, Martinez said without hesitation, the most positive aspect was 
meeting the people of her state. and again, without hesitation, she named raising money as 
the least positive part of the process. “it was very challenging,” she commented. “Being in law 
enforcement, it just didn’t seem right.” However, she admitted, asking got easier as time went on.
as governor, Martinez has found the most challenging portion of the job to be communicating to 
the democratic-controlled legislature her administration’s plan. she knows bringing about change 
must be a bipartisan effort. of making changes and implementing reforms, Martinez stated, “if 
we do it right and it proves itself, it will outlast all the elected officials.”
https://digitalcommons.law.ou.edu/soonerlawyer/vol2011/iss2/1
when Martinez took office, the biggest 
challenge facing the state was a $450 million 
deficit. she is proud of the fact that the state 
budget was balanced by “cutting fat” while 
protecting classroom spending and Medicaid. 
she is also proud of an enacted educational 
reform – the a to F schools Ratings act. this 
legislation will allow schools to be judged and 
graded on progress and growth, potential room 
for improvement and development of students.
the governor has first-hand knowledge of New 
Mexico schools. Her favorite gubernatorial 
activity is visiting schools, meeting the students 
and participating in their reading programs. 
“kids will say the darndest things,” she said 
with a laugh. she enjoys her interaction with 
the students and believes these visits can 
“make them think about life.” and perhaps these visits will inspire some of those students to 
pursue careers in public service. “public service is never about the individual,” explained Martinez. 
“it has to be about those you serve.”
For now, Martinez is focused on serving the people of New Mexico. Being identified as the first 
latina U.s. governor, the first female New Mexico governor or a political rising star is gratifying; 
however, for her, with the accolades come responsibility. “i must do it right,” she said. “all those 
little girls are watching.”
when asked about the future and the likelihood that she will want to move to a higher level 
of public service, Martinez responded “nothing is impossible.” that’s the same sentiment she 
expressed on election night when she told supporters, “this victory tonight says something … 
that someone who grew up in a working family just a few miles from the border can achieve 
anything. i hope that the message it sends to all those children watching tonight is ‘the  
american dream is alive and well.’” | Sl |
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the governor enjoys her time visiting schools. Here, she reads to pre-k students on Halloween.
“ public service is never about 
the individual. it has to be 
about those you serve.”
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2011
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| By JOnella Frank |
oU legal Clinic:
Founded in 1971, the OU Legal Clinic has continued to 
develop and evolve, touching thousands of lives during 
its four decades of existence. The OU Law community 
celebrated the program’s 40th anniversary October 14-16 
and honored two College of Law alumni, professors David 
Swank (’59) and Ted Roberts (’64). The two served as the 
first leaders of the OU Legal Clinic, laying the foundation 
of the program that has provided legal representation for 
clients who would have otherwise gone without while 
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CeLebrAting the pASt   with encouragement 
from the american Bar association, an increasing 
number of law schools added clinical education 
to their curriculums during the 1970s. of the 
programs already in place at other law schools 
across the nation in 1971, few included live client 
representation. that was the year dean Robert 
wright tapped swank and Roberts to develop a 
live client legal clinic for oU.
swank served as director and Roberts served as 
assistant director. they worked with members 
of the Cleveland County Bar association and 
developed client income guidelines patterned 
after those used by legal aid services of 
oklahoma inc., which did not, at that time, have 
an office in Cleveland County. 
with limited space available in Monnet Hall, 
swank’s faculty office served as the program’s 
first office until fellow faculty members, concerned about the noise and congestion created 
by clinic traffic, encouraged a move to another building on campus. space was located in the 
physical sciences Building (aka the waring blender building), where the office was located until 
1976 when the College of law moved to its present location.
in the early days of the oU legal Clinic, the staff 
consisted of swank and Roberts, who supervised 
a secretary and anywhere from eight to 20 legal 
interns each semester. initially, there were three 
types of clinical legal experiences offered. students 
could work in the law school clinic representing 
income-qualified clients or work in a law office 
under the supervision of a licensed attorney. in 
addition, for students in their final law school 
semester, there was a third option that allowed 
students to work Monday through thursday under 
the supervision of a licensed attorney while attending classes on Friday and saturday. within the 
next five years, the clinic added the el Reno Federal prison project, the Mcalester state prison 
project and the judicial clinic.
throughout the years, the clinical program has changed as different needs were identified and 
new opportunities developed. today, the oU legal Clinic maintains three live client clinics, two 
advocacy clinics and the legal externship program.
Former directors of the clinic pose with the current director. pictured are Rod Uphoff, keith Bystrom, 
Cheryl wattley, ted Roberts, david swank and don Bogan.
“ we are grateful for the 
foundation laid by david 
and ted. as we celebrate 
the past, let’s also 
recognize the present.” 
–  Cheryl wattley,  
oU legal Clinic director
Published by University of Oklahoma College of Law Digital Commons, 2011
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hOnOring the viSiOn   the 40th anniversary observation 
celebrated the history and growth of the program. the weekend 
of events began on Friday with a reception and tour of Monnet 
Hall, followed by a performance of “i’ll do it!” written by 
Cheryl wattley, clinic director and professor. the play, which 
commemorates the historic struggle of ada lois sipuel Fisher to 
attend law school at the University of oklahoma, was performed 
by the oU Black law students association at sooner theatre in 
downtown Norman.
on saturday, a reception in the oU College of law sneed 
lounge preceded dinner in the kerr student lounge. the 
theme of the anniversary dinner was “Honoring the vision: a 
tribute to david swank and ted Roberts.” in addition to clinic 
alumni, current students, faculty and staff, all of the former 
clinic directors attended. 
“thank you for having the vision,” wattley said to swank and 
Roberts. with “we are the Champions” as background music, 
a video provided a history of the legal clinic through photos and 
video clips of clinic alumni and former directors sharing memories. 
at the conclusion of the presentation, wattley said, “we are 
grateful for the foundation laid by david and ted. as we celebrate the past, let’s also recognize 
the present.” she introduced the current attorneys and staff members of the oU legal Clinic and 
highlighted some recent clinic achievements.
wattley again expressed appreciation for the contributions of swank and Roberts and asked for 
their comments. “we had a lot of fun with it,” stated swank. Roberts agreed, “we worked as a 
team and had the same vision. we wanted to give students the experience of dealing with real 
people in the real world.”
wattley closed the evening by thanking everyone for attending. “we are so grateful for the 
presence of our alumni,” she said. “it’s like a family reunion.” 
the final event of the weekend was the Race Judicata at 4 p.m. sunday, october 16. the annual 
5k race and fun run, sponsored by the student Bar association, benefitted the Cindy M. Foley 
Memorial indigent defense Fellowship Fund. More than 200 people attended the 2011 event, 
with 150 running in the race, resulting in $5,000 being donated to the fund. the student Bar 
association also donated $1,000 to the Coats Fellowship for summer public service.
reCOgnizing the preSent   at the 40th anniversary dinner, wattley noted that the live client 
clinics remain as the core of the clinical education program. students continue to provide quality 
representation in Cleveland and McClain counties in both civil and criminal cases. 
she also described some new programs that have been implemented in the recent past. More 
than 60 students have participated in the mediation externship and have received mediation 
certification from the oklahoma supreme Court.
students register a participant for Race Judicata, the final event of the oU legal 
Clinic anniversary weekend.
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wattley also commented on 
the positive feedback she 
received on the performance 
of two students in the section 
1983 Clinic who had the rare 
opportunity to participate 
in a three-day jury trial in 
federal court in March 2011. 
in addition, another student 
was preparing to travel to 
denver to appear in front of 
the U.s. Court of appeals for 
the tenth Circuit.
in speaking of the international 
Human Rights Clinic, wattley 
described how students prepare and submit reports to the 
U.N. Human Rights Council on human rights issues affecting 
indigenous populations. several reports submitted by clinic 
students have been cited and quoted multiple times in the 
summary reports of the office of the High Commissioner for 
Human Rights. participating on the project with this result was 
“an incredible opportunity,” she said. “we have been fortunate 
and blessed to travel to many of these countries. the difference it 
makes for our students is remarkable.”
looking back on the weekend, wattley reflected that “it gave 
our clinic students an invaluable opportunity to meet alumni 
and make connections. But more importantly, as one student 
said, it ‘lets you know you are a part of something bigger than 
yourself.’” | Sl |
Clinic alumnus Gary dart (’73) and his 
wife, Beverly, enjoy the reception prior 
to the anniversary dinner.
Current clinic staff members help 
students learn through experience
Cheryl Wattley
















Charlotte Hughart (’77), clinic alumna and former associate director, chats 
at the Monnet Hall reception with amy pepper, clinic attorney and assistant 
professor of law.
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service
as an undergraduate 
student, Joi Mathlin 
Gordon (’93) had a 
plan. she knew exactly what she would be when she grew 
up: a television reporter. Not surprisingly, that plan changed as 
years passed. However, by keeping an open mind and heart, 
Gordon eventually found her calling as the Ceo of dress for 
success worldwide, an international nonprofit organization. 
Her enthusiasm and passion is evident when she speaks about 
the organization that provides professional attire and career 
development support to help disadvantaged women thrive in 
work and life. 
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Gordon was born in New york City and lived there with her 
mother until age 10. Her mother worked multiple jobs to send 
her only child to private school. in 1978, a job opportunity 
with american airlines brought mother and daughter to tulsa, 
oklahoma. Gordon continued her private school education 
there and graduated from Bishop kelley High school.
after visiting a friend enrolled at the University of oklahoma, 
Gordon decided to attend oU. as an undergraduate studying 
radio/television broadcasting, she envisioned herself as a 
television reporter or news anchor. However, when faced with 
the financial reality of starting salaries for television reporters, 
Gordon retooled her plan and applied for admission to the oU 
College of law.
she thought a law degree would complement her journalism 
degree, enabling her to be a television legal analyst. during 
her second year of law school, a trusted friend and mentor 
inquired about her plans after graduation. Gordon shared her 
plan for using both degrees to become a “kinder, nicer Nancy 
Grace.” this time, the dose of reality was delivered by her 
friend, “why would anyone believe you? you’ve never even 
been in a courtroom.”
with that in mind, when she graduated from oU law and had 
an opportunity to return to New york City as an assistant in 
the office of the Bronx district attorney, she took the job. she 
joined 400 other Bronx assistant district attorneys and managed an average active caseload of 
90 misdemeanors and felonies. the work was hectic and stressful. Gordon came to feel her sole 
purpose was trying to incarcerate people. it was, she said, “a job that i did not love. it was not my 
dream job, but only a means to an end.” 
while Gordon was on maternity leave from the district attorney’s office in 1996, she received a call 
from a co-worker concerned that she had extended her leave and was not returning to work as 
originally planned. during their conversation, the co-worker mentioned a job opening for director 
of court programs at victim services, an agency housed in the same courthouse where Gordon 
had been working as a prosecutor. Gordon applied for the job and was hired. while working with 
this organization, her plan evolved further. she realized her passion was for women’s issues.
that passion led Gordon to make a telephone call in response to a television news segment she 
had seen about a new nonprofit organization, dress for success. the program, founded in 1997 
in New york City by a student using a $5,000 inheritance from her great-grandfather, collected 
“ i left law school with more than my degree. 
i was able to walk with confidence.”
Joi Gordon tours oU law with sheridan Haynes, director of alumni affairs  
and development.
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used women’s suits and redistributed them to disadvantaged women attempting to enter the job 
market. Gordon had suits to give, so she called to find out how make the donation. 
the call was answered by the organization’s founder, Nancy lublin, who skillfully maneuvered 
Gordon from donating suits to serving on the board of directors. Gordon volunteered on the dress 
for success board, and her initial belief about the organization was solidified. “dress for success 
made perfect sense to me,” she said. in 1999, Gordon accepted the position of executive director of 
dress for success New york. 
dress for success continued its expansion in the United states and internationally. in 2002, lublin 
retired and Gordon took over as Ceo of dress for success worldwide. 
today, there are 114 dress for success affiliates in 12 countries providing services 
to 50,000 women annually. since its inception, the organization has served more 
than 550,000 women around the world by providing professional apparel and 
career development services, which include career guidance, technology skills 
acquisition, financial literacy and employment retention support.
Gordon explained the dress for success demographic has changed with the 
current economic conditions and rise in unemployment. women who used to 
be suit donors are now clients seeking assistance. “it is an organization for 
all women,” she stated. “we not only give suits, we give hope, dignity and 
confidence.” 
a typical week for Gordon includes at least two days of travel – domestic or 
international – to visit affiliates. during those visits, she gets to see and meet 
the clients of dress for success. these one-on-one meetings with the women, 
who have been referred by a variety of nonprofit and government agencies, 
reinforce Gordon’s commitment to serving others and provide her with the 
benefit of continued personal growth. 
Gordon told about a visit to Hamilton, New Zealand, where she “suited” a client 
referred to the local affiliate by a domestic violence shelter. after the selection 
of the suit, the woman said, “i have to ask you a favor.” with some concern, 
Gordon asked the woman what she meant. “do you think i could have a 
hanger?” the woman inquired. with this simple request, Gordon was reminded 
of the desperate conditions from which many dress for success clients have come 
and how proud she is to lead an organization that changes lives.
the remainder of Gordon’s week is usually spent in a balancing act of various business meetings. 
with corporate support accounting for 85 percent of the organization’s income, and in-kind new 
clothing donations coming from manufacturers and retailers representing 40 percent of inventory, 
Gordon is frequently interacting with corporate representatives.
despite the time demands of her job, Gordon finds time for a personal life, which revolves around 
her husband, errol, and their two children, 15-year-old daughter sydney and 13-year-old son 
Nicholas. errol operates Navigator transportation services, a luxury limousine service. the couple met 
when Gordon was in law school and traveled to New york City for the national convention of the 
National Black law students association. while attending the convention, Gordon stayed with her 
cousin, who worked for errol and introduced the two.
Joi Gordon helps a dress for success client select a suit.
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“ i am incredibly fortunate to 
have a job that combines 
my commitment to public 
service with my passion for 
women’s issues.”
in addition to providing the opportunity to meet her husband, Gordon credits her time at oU law 
with increasing her self-confidence. Her service as president of the Black law students association 
helped develop leadership skills, as did a term as general counsel of the University of oklahoma student 
association and membership on the committee interviewing candidates for the position of law dean. 
“these roles kept pushing me forward,” she commented. “i left law school with more than my degree. 
i was able to walk with confidence.”
Gordon serves on the board of directors of america’s 
Charities, a nonprofit leader in workplace giving, 
and on the advisory board of project single Moms-
atlanta. she was awarded the 2007 ellis island Medal 
of Honor and the 2009 vice Chancellor’s award from 
the american Foundation for the University of west 
indies. she was named by Network Journal Magazine 
as one of the 25 Most influential Black women in 
Business and was recognized in a 2007 cover story of 
Black Enterprise magazine as an example of successful social entrepreneurism.
Gordon’s career path took detours unforeseen by the young journalism student when she 
formulated her plan more than 20 years ago. as circumstances arose that caused her to revise 
that plan, she remained open to change without compromising her desire to serve others. “i am 
incredibly fortunate to have a job that combines my commitment to public service with my passion 
for women’s issues,” stated Gordon.
speaking at the women and philanthropy symposium at oU in November 2011, Gordon told the 
group that dress for success has changed her life forever. she sees herself as a cheerleader for the 
women the organizations serves. Her best advice to clients, she said, is to tell them she believes in 
them and it is now time for them to believe in themselves. 
Gordon mentioned she had the opportunity to meet Muhammad ali in 1992, and was thrilled when 
he told her she reminded him of his daughter. she concluded her keynote address with a famous ali 
quote, “service to others is the rent you pay for your room here on earth.” Joi Gordon is certainly 
paying her rent and has found success by helping others succeed – an uplifting story any television 
reporter would love to tell. | Sl |
Joi Gordon (center, in pink) rings the Closing Bell at the New york stock exchange.
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Judge Martin Moltz: 
| By SHerIdan HayneS |enjoying
the ride people can be quick to stereotype. in the legal profession, it is a common misconception that 
judges are always serious. Not so with Judge Martin 
“Marty” Moltz, an energetic, fun-loving rollercoaster enthusiast who serves as 
associate judge of the First Municipal division of Cook County in Chicago. 
a native of Chicago, Moltz graduated from the oU College of law in 1969. He has served in his 
current role as an associate judge since his appointment in april 2007. during his 40-year legal 
career, Moltz has become a successful attorney and judge. He began his career as an assistant in the 
Cook County office of the state’s attorney. He later became deputy director of the state appellate 
prosecutor. as deputy director, Moltz earned the record, which he still holds, for having argued the 
greatest number of cases before the appellate court and the supreme Court of illinois. while Moltz 
finds much satisfaction in his work, he also enjoys his time outside of the courtroom. 
it has been 59 years since Moltz spent a quiet evening at home. He catnaps instead of sleeps, and he 
stays active with memberships in professional and civic organizations and hobbies including football, 
bridge and tennis. Moltz, whose love for football grew during his three years at oU, spends his fall 
weekends attending college football games on saturday and Chicago Bears games on sunday. add 
to this list Moltz’s true passion in life – riding rollercoasters – and you’ll begin to see why this judge is 
anything but boring.
Moltz’s love for rollercoasters began when he was 8 years old and a daily visitor to Riverview park in 
Chicago. Riverview, which closed in 1967, was a beloved summer hangout for children in the city. 
“you could ride the Bobs for a nickel, and once you had a seat on the ride, you could stay in your 
seat for as long as you wanted for just a nickel,” Moltz reminisced. “we would wait for the perfect 
seat, get on and then ride for an hour straight. it was wonderful!” 
His love for coasters has only grown throughout the years. He is now a member of the american 
Coaster enthusiasts, where he served as the legal director for several years. Moltz is also an active 
member of the Rollercoaster Club of Great Britain and the National amusement park Historical 
association. His membership in these organizations gives Moltz exclusive ride time on new roller 
coasters worldwide as well as the opportunity to review the rides. 
“the groups bring all of us coaster fanatics together. we are all forever 12 years old, i suppose,” 
joked Moltz.
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Moltz has ridden every coaster in the United states, Canada, england and 
wales. “i just really enjoy the speed, airtime and sounds of rollercoasters,” 
Moltz said. 
when it comes to rating the rollercoasters, Moltz confesses he does pick 
favorites. 
“an old-fashioned wooden coaster provides more of a thrill than the more 
modern coasters built of steel,” explained the Judge. “a wooden rollercoaster is 
just a better ride, because the wood is living and breathing. it changes over time 
and no ride is ever exactly the same.” 
His favorite ride is the voyage at Holiday world in santa Claus, indiana. this 
wooden rollercoaster is deemed the “airtime machine,” giving riders 
the feeling of weightlessness for a total of 24.2 seconds. although 
the voyage holds the title of favorite, his most memorable ride 
came on a different coaster.
“we had exclusive time on the Beast at kings island in 
Cincinnati, ohio. we had just started riding when it began 
to snow,” Moltz recalled. “i stayed on and rode for an 
hour straight in the snow storm. it was my best memory.”
the fun continues after the parks close for winter. 
every January, Moltz organizes the “No Coaster Con” 
convention for coaster enthusiasts and amusement 
park representatives. this daylong convention feeds 
the cravings of more than 200 participants with 
presentations about happenings at amusement parks 
across the Midwest. 
even when Moltz spends his days on the bench, the 
thrill of a coaster is not too far out of mind. as a 
distinguished circuit judge, he rotates benches, often 
hearing cases in several different Cook County 
courthouses. one of the courthouses sits where 
Riverview amusement park used to be. 
“i like to open court by telling people i’m sitting 
in the same seat i sat in as a kid every summer,” 
laughed Moltz. | Sl |
editor’s Note – we learned of Judge Moltz in a letter from Bill 
thompson (’65), of Hillsboro, texas. Bill wrote “i met Marty 
through the oU alumni association 20-odd years ago.”He 
thought the judge and his unusual hobby would make a good 
story. thanks for the lead, Bill.
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James F. howell (’63) received 
the 2011 western Regional trustee 
leadership award from the association 
of Community College trustees. a 
former regent and trustee of Rose 
state College, he was recognized for 
being instrumental in the creation and 
development of the college.
tom McDaniel (’63) was named 
president of the american Fidelity 
Foundation. He previously served as 
president of oklahoma City University. 
John h. tucker (’66) was elected 
to serve as one of six lawyers on 
the 15-member oklahoma Judicial 
Nominating Commission. He will 
represent tulsa and Creek counties. 
He is a partner in Rhodes Hieronymus 
of tulsa.
phil horning (’68) received the 
oklahoma Bar association outstanding 
service to the public award at the 2011 
oBa annual Meeting.
Joe C. taylor (’68) was appointed as 
a justice of the supreme Court of the 
seminole Nation of oklahoma. He 
also serves as a justice of the supreme 
Court of the sac and Fox Nation. His 
prior judicial service includes 24 years 
at the district court level and 12 years 




William J. ross (’54) received the 
2011 Urban pioneer award from the 
plaza district association to recognize 
his service to the organization, which is 
dedicated to revitalizing the oklahoma 
City neighborhood commercial district. 
He is chairman of the board of the 
inasmuch Foundation.
John e. green (’57) was honored by 
the southwestern Urban Foundation as 
one of its founders and the longtime 
chairman of the board of directors. 
He is the former U.s. attorney for the 
western district of oklahoma.
1960s
ralph g. thompson (’61) was the 
subject of the biography Gentleman 
Jurist: The Life of Ralph G. Thompson 
recently released by the oklahoma 
Heritage association.
James C.t. hardwick (’63) was 
included in The Best Lawyers in 
America 2012. He is a shareholder of 
Hall estill, working in the tulsa office. 
Lee holmes (’63), of Holmes, Holmes 
& Neisent pllC in oklahoma City, 
attended the National aging and 
law institute, hosted by the National 
academy of elder law attorneys in 
Boston in November.
Kirke Kickingird (’69) will be inducted 
into the Circle of Honor of the tulsa 
City-County library’s american indian 
Resource Center in March 2012.
gary e. payne (’69) presented a 
workshop on opinion writing for the 
National association of Unemployment 
insurance appellate Boards at 
the organization’s annual training 
conference in oklahoma City. He is 
chief administrative law judge for 
the oklahoma state department of 
Health and serves on the board of 
directors of the National association of 
administrative law Judiciary.
1970s
robert D. Looney, Jr. (’70) was 
included in The Best Lawyers in 
America 2012. He is a shareholder of 
Hall estill, based in oklahoma City.
robert D. nelon (’71) was included in 
The Best Lawyers in America 2012. as 
a shareholder of Hall estill, he practices 
in the firm’s oklahoma City office.
William r. “bill” grimm (’73) received 
the oklahoma Bar association Joe 
stamper distinguished service award at 
the 2011 oBa annual Meeting.
William S. “bill” price (’73) of 
oklahoma City was appointed to the 
oklahoma state Board of education. 
He is of counsel with phillips Murrah pC 
and is a managing partner and trustee 
at price oil and Gas and Family trusts.
Don Laudick (’74) was appointed 
by First american title & trust Co. 
in oklahoma City as underwriting 
counsel for the states of oklahoma 
and arkansas.
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Curtis M. Long (’74), with Fellers 
snider, was named by The Best 
Lawyers in America 2012 as the tulsa 
energy law lawyer of the year.
Steven W. taylor (’74), chief justice of 
the oklahoma supreme Court, received 
the 2011 oklahoma Bar association 
president’s award at the 2011 oBa 
annual Meeting. 
thomas S. Walker (’74) was 
appointed to serve a five-year term on 
the oklahoma ethics Commission. He 
previously served as district judge in 
Carter County. 
harry birdwell (’75) was named 
secretary to the oklahoma 
Commissioners of the land office.
James r. “Jim” gotwals, Jr. (’75) 
became president-elect of the tulsa 
County Bar association. He practices 
in tulsa with James R. Gotwals and 
associates inc.
John hermes (’75), with Mcafee & 
taft, was named by The Best Lawyers 
in America 2012 as the oklahoma City 
Banking and Finance litigation lawyer 
of the year.
robert J. Kee (’75) received the 2011 
oklahoma Bar Foundation president’s 
award at the 2011 oklahoma Bar 
association annual Meeting.
John Kenney (’75), with Mcafee & 
taft, was named by The Best Lawyers 
in America 2012 as the oklahoma City 
patent litigation lawyer of the year.
Michael e. Smith (’75) was appointed 
to the oklahoma Heritage association 
Board of directors. He is a shareholder 
of Hall estill and works in the 
oklahoma City office.
Jim Drummond (’76) received the 
oklahoma Bar association Maurice 
Merrill Golden quill award at the 2011 
oBa annual Meeting.
Mike Joseph (’76), with Mcafee & 
taft, was named by The Best Lawyers 
in America 2012 as the oklahoma 
City Corporate Compliance lawyer of 
the year.
p. David newsome (’76), Hall estill 
shareholder, was included in The Best 
Lawyers in America 2012. He practices 
in the firm’s tulsa office.
David Stinson (’76), with Mcafee & 
taft, was named by The Best Lawyers 
in America 2012 as the oklahoma City 
oil and Gas lawyer of the year.
bruce Crum (’77), with Mcafee & 
taft, was named by The Best Lawyers 
in America 2012 as the oklahoma City 
Banking and Finance lawyer of the year.
Allan Devore (’77) received the 2011 
oklahoma Bar Foundation president’s 
award at the 2011 oklahoma Bar 
association annual Meeting.
Jess green (’77) was inducted into 
the Chickasaw Nation Hall of Fame. His 
ada law practice is focused on serving 
Native american governments.
robert henry (’77), president of 
oklahoma City University, received 
the Jasmine award from the Jasmine 
Moran Children’s Museum in seminole.
thomas rogers (’77), with Jackson 
walker llp in austin, was included in 
The Best Lawyers in America 2012.
rick Sitzman (’77) retired as assistant 
district attorney in Cleveland County 
after serving in the position since 1981.
Douglas e. burns (’78) received 
the 2011 oklahoma Bar Foundation 
president’s award at the 2011 oklahoma 
Bar association annual Meeting.
noma gurich (’78), justice of the 
oklahoma supreme Court, was named 
by The Journal Record in its 2011 
woman of the year event as one of 
“50 Making a difference.” 
roger h. Stuart (’78) was appointed 
district judge for oklahoma County. 
prior to his appointment, he served as 
a special judge in the Juvenile division 
of the oklahoma County district Court.
Jim Covington (’79) of springfield, 
illinois, received the award for 
excellence presented by the illinois 
public defender association for his 
efforts in the legislative arena to 
abolish the death penalty. He is the 
director of legislative affairs for the 
illinois state Bar association.
Steven Dobbs (’79) retired from 
the oklahoma City firm of dobbs 
& Middleton, where he served as 
managing partner. He will maintain a 
limited practice of contract trial work 
and defense of attorneys charged with 
misconduct. 
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graydon Dean Luthey, Jr. (’79) 
was included in The Best Lawyers in 
America 2012. He practices in tulsa as 
a shareholder of Hall estill.
Jed Morrison (’79), with Jackson 
walker llp in san antonio, was 
included in The Best Lawyers in 
America 2012.
1980s
Jari Askins (’80) was appointed 
to the board of trustees for phillips 
theological seminary and was selected 
as the 2012 pioneer woman of the 
year by the pioneer woman Museum 
advisory Board.
Mark Christiansen (’80) was elected 
treasurer of the Rocky Mountain 
Mineral law Foundation, an 
organization for energy and resources 
law professionals. He is a director 
of Crowe & dunlevy, based in the 
oklahoma City office.
Jim Calloway (’81) was named one of 
the Fastcase 50, a designation honoring 
innovators, techies, visionaries and 
leaders in the law. He is the director 
of the oklahoma Bar association 
Management assistance program.
Karen S. rieger (’81) was selected 
as a Fellow of the american Bar 
Foundation. she is a director of Crowe 
& dunlevy, based in oklahoma City.
Wes Lane (’81) was appointed to 
the department of Human services 
Commission for a nine-year term. He is 
president of the Burbridge Foundation 
and the former district attorney of 
oklahoma County.
Chris Coleman (’82), with Mcafee & 
taft, was named by The Best Lawyers 
in America 2012 as the oklahoma City 
securities/Capital Markets lawyer of 
the year.
thomas A. Creekmore, iii (’82) 
was included in The Best Lawyers in 
America 2012. He is a shareholder of 
Hall estill, based in the tulsa office. 
William S. Leach (’82) joined Mcafee & 
taft as a shareholder in its tulsa office.
paul Middleton (’82) became the 
managing partner for Middleton, 
Nowakowski & smith in oklahoma City.
patricia parrish (’82), district judge in 
oklahoma County, received the 2011 
Mona salyer lambird spotlight award at 
the oklahoma Bar association women in 
law Conference in september. 
Stephen W. ray (’82), Hall estill 
shareholder based in the tulsa office, 
was included in The Best Lawyers in 
America 2012.
valerie Couch (’83) ) was selected 
as dean of oklahoma City University 
school of law. Couch, who has served 
as a U.s. magistrate judge in oklahoma 
City since 1999, will begin as dean on 
or before July 1. she received the 2011 
oklahoma Bar Foundation Robert R. 
scott Memorial award at the 2011 
oBa annual Meeting.
bruce W. Leaverton (’83), a 
shareholder with lane powell in 
seattle, was included in The Best 
Lawyers in America 2012. 
peggy Stockwell (’83) was elected 
2012 vice president of the oklahoma 
Bar association at the oBa annual 
Meeting in November. 
richard Craig (’84), with Mcafee & 
taft, was named by The Best Lawyers 
in America 2012 as the oklahoma City 
trusts and estates lawyer of the year.
Michael t. Keester (’84) was included 
in The Best Lawyers in America 
2012. He practices in tulsa and is a 
shareholder of Hall estill.
teresa burkett (’85), with Conner & 
winters llp in tulsa, was named by 
The Journal Record in its 2011 woman 
of the year event as one of “50 Making 
a difference.” 
Stuart D. Campbell (’85) joined 
doerner, saunders, daniel & anderson 
llp in the firm’s tulsa office.
Cliff Dougherty (’85), with Mcafee & 
taft, was named by The Best Lawyers 
in America 2012 as the oklahoma City 
trademark lawyer of the year.
richard nix (‘85), with Mcafee & 
taft, was named by The Best Lawyers 
in America 2012 as the oklahoma City 
employee Benefits (eRisa) lawyer of 
the year.
Larry g. ball (’87) was included in The 
Best Lawyers in America 2012. He is a 
shareholder of Hall estill and practices 
in oklahoma City.
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bradley S. Campbell (’87) of the 
Campbell law Firm pC has opened an 
office in tyler, texas.
brita haughland Cantrell (’87) 
joined Mcafee & taft as an of counsel 
attorney in its tulsa office.
patrice Douglas (’87) was appointed to 
the oklahoma Corporation Commission 
and took office in october.
Daniel J. glover (’87) was included 
in The Best Lawyers in America 2012. 
He is a Hall estill shareholder based in 
oklahoma City. 
tim bomhoff (’88), with Mcafee & 
taft, was named by The Best Lawyers 
in America 2012 as the oklahoma City 
Mass tort litigation/Class actions-
defendants lawyer of the year.
Carol L. buck (’88) was named a 
federal administrative law judge with 
the social security administration 
assigned to the office of disability and 
Review in sacramento, California.
Jon A. epstein (’88) was included in 
The Best Lawyers in America 2012. He 
is a Hall estill shareholder and practices 
in the firm’s oklahoma City office.
brad henry (’88), former oklahoma 
governor, was elected to the board 
of directors of NiC inc., which assists 
government agencies in communication 
by putting essential services online.
Kelly gaines Stoner (’88) was 
appointed as a justice of the supreme 
Court of the seminole Nation of 
oklahoma. she is the director of 
the Native american legal Resource 
Center at oklahoma City University 
school of law.
LeAnne burnett (’89), with Crowe & 
dunlevy in oklahoma City, was named 
by The Journal Record at its 2011 
woman of the year event as one of 
“50 Making a difference.” 
Sarah hall (’89), judge of the U.s. 
Bankruptcy Court for the western 
district of oklahoma, was named by 
The Journal Record at its 2011 woman 
of the year event as one of “50 Making 
a difference.” 
Sarah e. hansel (’89), Hall estill 
shareholder, was included in The Best 
Lawyers in America 2012. she practices 
in the firm’s tulsa office.
richard C. Ogden (’89), with Mulinix 
ogden Hall & ludlam in oklahoma 
City, was appointed to the Regional 
University system of oklahoma Board 
of Regents. 
Steven W. Soulé (’89) was included 
in The Best Lawyers in America 2012. 
He practices in the tulsa office of Hall 
estill and serves on the firm’s executive 
committee and board of directors.
1990s
trent A. gudgel (’90) was included in 
The Best Lawyers in America 2012. He 
practices in tulsa and is a shareholder 
of Hall estill.
Sam Fulkerson (’91), with Mcafee & 
taft, was named by The Best Lawyers 
in America 2012 as the oklahoma 
City labor and employment litigation 
lawyer of the year.
Stephen W. Lake (’91) became 
senior vice president, general counsel 
and assistant secretary of oneok and 
oneok partners in January 2012.
Michael p. royal (’92) was named to 
the 2011 international who’s who of 
Management labor and employment 
lawyers. He is a partner in the dallas 
office of Fisher & phillips llp.
paul vrana (’92), with Jackson walker 
llp in Fort worth, was included in The 
Best Lawyers in America 2012.
phillip L. Free, Jr. (93) was included 
in The Best Lawyers in America 2012. 
He is a Hall estill shareholder, based in 
oklahoma City.
Michael Mcbride iii (’93) received 
the 2011 president’s Cup award from 
the international Masters of Gaming 
law during the organization’s autumn 
meeting in vienna, austria.
tracy Speck neisent (’93), of Holmes, 
Holmes & Neisent pllC in oklahoma 
City, attended the National aging and 
law institute, hosted by the National 
academy of elder law attorneys in 
Boston in November.
brad Carson (’94) was confirmed as 
general counsel of the U.s. army. 
Andrew richardson (’94) became 
of counsel to Mcafee & taft in its 
tulsa office.
Danny White (’96) received the 2011 
oklahoma Bar association president’s 
award at the 2011 oBa annual Meeting. 
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Marc A. brockhaus (’97), with dunlap 
Codding, was named the oklahoma 
intellectual property attorney of the 
year by Corporate INTL magazine.
Donald p. howerton (’97) was a 
recipient of the Best lGBt lawyers 
Under 40 award in september. He is 
director and counsel to pacific Gas and 
electric Company in san Francisco.
DeeAnn L. germany (’98) was named 
partner in the Burch & George law firm. 
the oklahoma City firm will now be 
known as Burch, George & Germany.
barrett J. Knudsen (’98) of oklahoma 
City joined the aviation law group of 
Mcafee & taft.
Kajeer Yar (’98) joined the firm of 
pray walker.
bonnie n. hackler (’99) was included 
in The Best Lawyers in America 2012. 
she is a shareholder of Hall estill in the 
tulsa office. 
rob Johnson (’99) has become of 
counsel with Mulinix ogden Hall & 
ludlam of oklahoma City.
Matt Mcbee (’99) was named to the 
board of trustees of the oklahoma 
Foundation for excellence.
robert J. ross (’99) received the 
2011 Urban pioneer award from the 
plaza district association to recognize 
his service to the organization, 
which is dedicated to revitalizing 
the oklahoma City neighborhood 
commercial district. He is president 
and Ceo of the inasmuch Foundation.
2000s
Samantha benjamin-house (’00) 
is managing partner in the new tulsa 
office of Mcanany, van Cleave & 
phillips pa, a law firm headquartered in 
kansas City, kansas.
heather Cooper (’00) has been 
appointed first assistant district 
attorney for the 20th Judicial district.
D. Casey Davis (’00) was named an 
achiever Under 40 by The Journal 
Record. He was formerly the assistant 
general counsel to the Grand River dam 
authority and now practices in Miami, 
oklahoma, with Johnson & davis.
Sandra benischek harrison (’00) 
was named chief administrative officer 
of the oklahoma department of 
Human services.
erik Johnson (’00) established the 
firm Johnson & davis with Casey davis. 
the oklahoma firm is headquartered 
in Miami, oklahoma, with offices in 
oklahoma City and tulsa.
Shannon Marie gerhart (’01) was 
named prosecutor of the year by the 
Colorado district attorneys' Council. she 
is the chief deputy district attorney in the 
Fourth Judicial district attorney’s office, 
based in Colorado springs, Colorado.
Kiemonn Jones (’01) has attained 
principal status in Riggs abney Neal 
turpen orbison & lewis.
Michael e. Smith (’01) was included in 
The Best Lawyers in America 2012. He 
is a Hall estill shareholder, based in the 
firm’s oklahoma City office.
John Spencer bryan (’02) became a 
co-founder of a law firm in downtown 
tulsa to be known as Bryan terrill pllC.
Kimber L. Shoop (’02) was named 
an achiever Under 40 by The Journal 
Record. He is senior attorney with oGe 
energy Corp.
ryan M.t. Allen (’03) joined the little 
law Firm pllC in Madill after practicing 
law in the dallas-Fort worth area for 
seven years.
Jeb boatman (’03) joined Mcafee & taft 
in the firm’s oklahoma City office. He 
formerly served as assistant U.s. attorney 
and chief of the appellate section for the 
western district of oklahoma.
Stanley L. evans (’03) received a 
Governor’s service Commendation 
for his years of service on the 
oklahoma Human Rights Commission. 
in addition, evans received the 
oklahoma Bar association award for 
outstanding pro Bono service at the 
2011 oBa annual Meeting.
tricia everest (’03), with 
GableGotwals in oklahoma City, was 
named by The Journal Record in its 
2011 woman of the year event as one 
of “50 Making a difference.” 
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Kyle D. Lankford (’03) was named 
an achiever Under 40 by The Journal 
Record. He is the communications 
coordinator for the Mid-Continent 
Comprehensive Center, University 
of oklahoma College of Continuing 
education/outreach.
Kaleb hennigh (’04) was elected 
2012 treasurer of the young lawyers 
division of the oklahoma Bar 
association at the 2011 oBa annual 
Meeting. He also was elected to the 
board of directors of the oBa yld.
Jenny e. Mcelroy (’04) joined kirk 
& Chaney as an associate and will 
practice family law.
nathan b. Schlinke (’04) joined First 
american title & trust Co. in oklahoma 
City as commercial underwriting counsel.
Krista Steuart (’05) is an attorney in 
the tulsa west Child support office of 
the department of Human services.
Joe vorndran (’06) was elected 
2012 chairperson-elect of the young 
lawyers division of the oklahoma 
Bar association at the oBa annual 
Meeting in November.
Jeff trevillion (‘07) was elected to 
the board of directors of the young 
lawyers division of the oklahoma Bar 
association at the 2011 oBa annual 
Meeting.
nick tricinella (’07) was appointed 
to the oklahoma task Force on 
Comprehensive tax Reform. He is a tax 
attorney at Chesapeake energy. 
Michael p. Winkler (’07) joined 
GableGotwals as an associate in the 
oklahoma City office.
ruth J. Addison (’07) joined Mcafee 
& taft as an associate in the firm’s 
tulsa office.
Laura Long (’08) joined Mcafee & 
taft in the oklahoma City office as a 
member of the litigation group.
Lane neal (’08) was elected to the 
board of directors of the young 
lawyers division of the oklahoma 
Bar association at the oBa annual 
Meeting in November.
Carson Smith (’08) joined Holden & 
Carr as an associate in the tulsa office.
Corey tisdale (’08) was named an 
assistant district attorney in tulsa County.
blake Lynch (’09) was elected to the 
board of directors of the young lawyers 
division of the oklahoma Bar association 
at the 2011 oBa annual Meeting.
2010s
Conor Cleary (’10) was elected to the 
board of directors of the young lawyers 
division of the oklahoma Bar association 
at the 2011 oBa annual Meeting.
Lauren Lindsey (’10) has joined 
Norman wohlgemuth Chandler & 
dowdell of tulsa as an associate.
Julia Mills (’10) joined the Norman 
law office of Cindy allen as associate 
counsel.
brandi n. nowakowski (’10) was 
elected to the board of directors of 
the young lawyers division of the 
oklahoma Bar association at the 2011 
oBa annual Meeting.
barbara Coke reid (’10) is an 
associate with doran, sims, wolfe & 
kundid in daytona Beach, Florida.
Christopher M. Staine (’10) was 
elected to the board of directors of 
First tee of Metropolitan oklahoma 
City, an organization that teaches life 
skills and character education to youth 
through the game of golf.
Charles Ward (’10) is deputy 
managing editor of the Juneau Empire 
in Juneau, alaska.
Charlie Wolfe (’10) opened wolfe law 
Firm llC in antlers.
Kristen L. Warren (’10) joined the 
little law Firm pllC in Madill.
nathan h. Aduddell (’11) joined 
thompson & knight llp as an 
associate. He will be in the firm’s trial 
department in the dallas office.
William “Will” banowsky (’11) was 
named director of development for 
Catholic Charities of the archdiocese 
of oklahoma City.
Meredith J. Caldwell (’11) joined 
Mcafee & taft as an associate in the 
oklahoma City office.
Christa evans (’11) was named 
general counsel of encompass Financial 
advisory services, based in enid.
Danae v. grace (’11) joined Mcafee 
& taft as an associate in the oklahoma 
City office.
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Sharon Doty (’91) of tulsa published her second 
book, Evil in Our Midst, in september 2010. 
the book teaches parents and other adults how 
to protect children from sexual predators by 
recognizing potentially risky behaviors exhibited by 
adults in interactions with children and stopping 
those behaviors before abuse occurs. doty, who is 
nationally known for her work in prevention of child 
sexual abuse, explains the grooming techniques used by sexual offenders, 
providing adults with the tools they need to interrupt the process.
John Matthew nolan (’10) was inspired to 
write 2,543 Days: A History of the Hotel at Grand 
Rapids Dam on the Wabash River following a 
conversation with his grandmother about the 
Grand Rapids Hotel and her grandfather, who 
founded it. the book tells the 1920s story of the 
prominent hotel in southeastern illinois that slowly expanded to become a 
full resort, complete with a nine-hole golf course and its own baseball team, 
which reportedly counted among its guests members of the Chicago crime 
syndicate. prior to the stock Market Crash of 1929, the hotel was destroyed 
under mysterious circumstances and was never rebuilt due to the financial 
crisis that gripped the nation during the Great depression.
tara hudson (’07) a childhood memory of a visit to a 
family cemetery spawned a ghost story about a young 
woman “waking up” in a cemetery and not realizing 
she is dead. that short story, written by Hudson for 
a college class, evolved into Hereafter, the first in a 
trilogy of novels about 18-year-old amelia, a ghost 
who only knows that she drowned in a river. with the 
help of high school student and love interest Joshua, she tries to unravel 
the mystery of her death.
Laurence J. “Larry” Yadon (’74) and co-author 
Robert Barr smith, oU law professor emeritus, 
collaborated on their fifth book with Old West 
Swindlers. in it, they illustrate that bunco artists 
helped put the “wild” in the wild west. the role 
of the conmen in the making of the american 
west is well documented in this collection of sham 
transactions and fraudulent practices that can compete with any modern 
day scam. in some instances, the grifters became victims themselves, 
showing how quickly greed can lead to stupidity.
John “Jake” M. Krattiger (’11) joined 
GableGotwals as an associate in the 
oklahoma City office.
Caleb n. McCoy (’11) joined Conner 
& winters llp as an associate in the 
firm’s oklahoma City office.
Lindsey W. Mulinix (’11) joined 
Mulinix ogden Hall & ludlam of 
oklahoma City as an associate.
riley W. Mulinix (’11) joined Mulinix 
ogden Hall & ludlam of oklahoma City 
as an associate.
zachary A.p. Oubre (’11) joined 
Mcafee & taft as an associate in the 
oklahoma City office.
Jonathan rector (’11) joined Crowe 
& dunlevy as an associate in the 
oklahoma City office.
Ann M. robl (’11) joined the 
oklahoma City firm of dunlap Codding 
as an associate. 
paula M. Williams (’11) joined 
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Class of 1981 reunion September 17, 2011
alumni events
donita douglas, ken Farley and deborah Farley enjoy 
visiting prior to lunch and a tour of the building.
Classmates Fred summers and Mary 
Grethen are pictured at the reception,  
one of three events for the Class of 1981.
david poarch, assistant dean for external relations, explains some of the changes 
that have occurred since the Class of 1981 graduated.
John david Miller, Glenn Hammonds, pam Hammonds and terry Hawkins 
attended the reunion event held at the College of law.
karen Rieger, kathy taylor, obie Moore and linda lepak 
gather for a photo in the Boren atrium.
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Alumni reception and Luncheon november 2, 2011
Oklahoma Bar Association Annual Meeting, Tulsa Hyatt Regency Hotel
dean Joe Harroz with luncheon speaker Gerry Clancy, president of oU-tulsa and 
dean of the school of Community Medicine, who spoke on civic involvement and 
leadership at the city level.
James payne (’66), Guy Clark (’65) and Gerald stamper (’59) are pictured at the 
reception before the 2011 alumni luncheon.
First-year student alix Newman, 
recipient of the oklahoma Bar 
Foundation’s Chapman-Rogers 
scholarship, stands with Brittany 
Mayes (’10) prior to the luncheon 
at which she was recognized as the 
scholarship winner.
diane Hammons (’84) and Glen 
Hammonds (’81) chat at the alumni 
reception.
david petty (’64), Bill sullivan (’66), Jim sturdivant (’64), Gary lumpkin (’74) and 
John H. tucker (‘66) visit at the reception.
C.d. Northcutt (’38) and John Raley (’59), both of ponca City, visit before entering 
the ballroom for the luncheon.
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1930s
paul D. Cummings (’39) of Midwest 
City died april 8, 2011. Born in enid 
January 24, 1915, he earned his 
undergraduate degree at Northwestern 
state College prior to attending law 
school. He served in the U.s. army 
signal Corps during world war ii and 
was awarded the legion of Merit. 
Following the war, he returned to 
oklahoma and practiced law in 
alva but was later recalled to active 
duty during the korean war. Upon 
completing his service, he again 
returned to oklahoma in 1953, settling 
in Midwest City and joining Globe life 
insurance. He was president of the 
company when he retired in 1980.
1940s
F.e. McAnally (’42) was born 
september 3, 1919, in Coyle. He died at 
the age of 92 on November 10, 2011. 
He served in the U.s. army during 
world war ii and the korean war, 
earning the rank of captain. after his 
military service, he practiced private and 
corporate law in oklahoma, Mississippi 
and arkansas. He also served as the 
district attorney of logan County.
James Crabtree reed (’48) of Miami, 
oklahoma, died July 2, 2011. He was 
born in kansas City, Missouri, on 
october 17, 1919. prior to entering law 
school, he served in the U.s. army air 
Corps for five years, attaining the rank 
of first lieutenant. after graduating 
from the College of law, he established 
a practice in Miami and was elected 
county attorney for ottawa County 
in 1950. He was later elected as the 
first district attorney for the area. He 
served on the oklahoma Board of Bar 
We remember
examiners for 27 years and retired from 
private practice in 1994.
gervase Duan “g.D.” Spradlin (’48) 
of san luis obispo, California, died July 
24, 2011, at the age of 90. He was born 
august 31, 1920, near pauls valley, 
oklahoma. He earned his bachelor’s 
degree in education from the University 
of oklahoma and, after serving in 
the U.s. army air Force during world 
war ii, returned to oU for law school. 
He worked as an attorney for phillips 
petroleum Company and later became 
an independent oil producer, retiring in 
1960. Following his appearance in three 
local theater productions, his interest in 
show business motivated him to relocate 
to los angeles in 1966. His acting 
career spanned more than 30 years and 
included performances in television and 
film. a character actor known for playing 
authority figures, his credits include 
appearances in “the Godfather: part ii” 
and “apocalypse Now.” 
1950s
Clifton D. blanks (’54) of oklahoma 
City died July 13, 2011. He was born 
in Mcalester on august 14, 1929. He 
earned a bachelor’s degree in geology 
from oU and, after graduating from law 
school, spent most of his professional 
career as a legal officer in the U.s. air 
Force, attaining the rank of colonel.
herbert Dwight Smith (’58) of 
alva died July 1, 2011. Born on his 
family’s farm east of alva February 10, 
1926, he graduated from alva High 
school and served in the U.s. army 
during world war ii, including more 
than three months as a prisoner of 
war in Germany. after the war, he 
returned to oklahoma and earned 
a chemical engineering degree 
from oU. He served one term in the 
oklahoma House of Representatives. 
Following graduation from oU law, 
he established a law practice in alva, 
where, during a long legal career, he 
served in multiple positions of public 
service, including city attorney.
barry ray Simms (’59) of oklahoma 
City died october 3, 2011. He was 
born september 6, 1931, in lindsay. 
He graduated from kemper Military 
academy and served in the U.s. army. 
He attended oklahoma state University 
and graduated from the oU College of 
law in 1959. He was honored in 2009 
by the oklahoma Bar association for 
50 years of service. 
virgil L. Upchurch (’59) of Norman 
died october 23, 2011. He was born 
February 14, 1930, in anadarko. He 
served in the U.s. air Force during the 
korean war. He was a member of the 
anadarko Rotary Club and the oU 
alumni association. He also served as 
president of oklahomans for indian 
opportunity.
1960s
robert harold “bob” Macy (’61) 
of Newalla died November 18, 2011. 
He was born in indianapolis July 5, 
1930. He attended earlham College, 
graduating in 1954 with a bachelor’s 
degree in geology and religion. He 
enlisted in the U.s. air Force and spent 
much of his service time in oklahoma. 
after leaving the military, he worked 
as an oklahoma City police officer 
at night while attending law school 
during the day. Upon graduating from 
law school, he moved to ada, where 
he worked as an assistant county 
attorney. in 1981, he was appointed 
district attorney in oklahoma County 
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and served in that position for 21 
years, becoming well-known for 
his trademark “string tie” and his 
aggressive prosecution of violent 
criminals. Following his retirement, 
he became a founding member of 
Cowboy Crisis Fund.
Kenneth terry “K.t.” Anderson (’62) 
of lawton died June 3, 2011. He was 
born august 23, 1937, at Fort sill and 
served in the U.s. army, earning the 
rank of captain. Before practicing law, 
he worked as an assistant administrator 
of continuing education at oU, served 
as an editor for the oU press and wrote 
manuals for the U.s. postal service. 
roger Johnston (’64) of enid died 
october 3, 2011. He was born august 
23, 1934, in tipton, where he grew 
up and graduated from high school in 
1952. He joined the U.s. army in 1954 
and served for two years, spending one 
year in korea. He attended oklahoma 
state University and southwestern 
oklahoma state University, graduating 
from the latter in 1958. after 
graduating from the oU College of law 
in 1964, he practiced law in enid for 
more than 45 years. He was a member 
of aMBUCs and numerous other state 
and local civic organizations.
Duane Miller (’65) of yukon died July 
23, 2011. He was born February 9, 
1941. Following law school, he served 
in the U.s. Navy JaG Corps, retiring 
as a lieutenant commander. prior to 
entering private practice in yukon, 
he worked in the oklahoma County 
district attorney’s office and the U.s. 
attorney’s office.
Kenneth raymond Webster (’65) 
of edmond died June 27, 2011. Born 
in enid May 14, 1941, he graduated 
from Cascia Hall High school in tulsa 
before attending Notre dame, where 
he earned a bachelor’s degree in 1962. 
Following his graduation from oU law 
in 1965, he served in the JaG Corps 
at the pentagon. He later returned to 
oklahoma City and practiced for more 
than 20 years with Mckinney, stringer 
& webster prior to retiring in 1993.
robert M. “bob” Jernigan (’67) of 
oklahoma City died august 17, 2011. 
Born in oklahoma City september 
28, 1935, he graduated from enid 
High school before serving in the U.s. 
army. He received his undergraduate 
and law degrees from the University 
of oklahoma and later established a 
general law practice with emphases 
on municipal and telecommunications 
law. He served as city attorney for 
warr acres and Newcastle, as well as 
municipal judge for Bethany.
1970s
Mary Sue “Susie” pritchett (’71) of 
Cashion died June 22, 2011. she was 
born october 6, 1941, in Houston. 
after earning a bachelor’s degree in 
education from oU and a master’s 
degree from the University of Central 
oklahoma, she taught school for several 
years prior to attending law school. 
after serving in the oklahoma County 
public defender’s office and the U.s. 
attorney’s office, she became the first 
woman judge elected in kingfisher 
County, where she served as associate 
district judge for 16 years. she was 
posthumously awarded the 2011 Mona 
salyer lambird spotlight award at the 
oklahoma Bar association women in 
law Conference in september 2011.
neil Anthony Whittington (’71) of 
atoka died January 3, 2011. He was 
born January 15, 1946, in ada, where 
he graduated from high school. He was 
a longtime atoka-area resident and 
in addition to engaging in the private 
practice of law, he also served as an 
assistant district attorney.
Donald thomas McDevitt (’73) of 
Bedford, texas, died on august 4, 
2011. He was born december 5, 1936, 
in philadelphia. He attained the rank 
of major during a decorated military 
career as a helicopter pilot in the  
U.s. army from 1958-1967. after his 
military service, he attended oU law.
gary Swimley (’75) of Ripley died June 
13, 2011. He was born March 8, 1946, in 
Mooreland and graduated from Norman 
High school. He attended the University 
of oklahoma, earning a bachelor’s 
degree in physics in 1967 and a juris 
doctor degree in 1975. He practiced law 
in California for five years, but returned 
to stillwater, where he worked at legal 
aid services of oklahoma inc. and later, 
as a sole practitioner. 
Warren h. ellis, Sr. (’79) of Noble 
died september 21, 2011. He was born 
in Medford, Massachusetts, april 17, 
1931. after attending Northeastern 
University, he enlisted in the U.s. army 
and served for 26 years, retiring in 
1976 as a lieutenant colonel. He then 
moved to oklahoma, attended oU law 
and following graduation, practiced 
law in Norman for 24 years until his 
second retirement in 2003.
1980s
gaillynn brooks Cooprider (’80) 
of edmond died November 3, 2011. 
she was born February 9, 1951, in 
Chicago. she attended Northern 
illinois University and, after moving to 
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daniel G. Gibbens 
1933 – 2011
Dan gibbens (’59), Regents’ professor emeritus, died June 
5, 2011. He was born March 4, 1933, in oklahoma City to 
Myron and Grace Gibbens. He graduated from Classen High 
school and attended yale University, receiving his bachelor’s 
degree in 1954. Gibbens earned a juris doctor degree 
in 1959 from the oU College of law, where he served 
as editor-in-chief of the Oklahoma Law Review and was 
awarded the order of the Coif. He later earned his ll.M. in 1965 from Columbia University.
He served as a law clerk for Judge alfred p. Murrah of the U.s. Court of appeals for the tenth 
Circuit from 1959 until 1960. during the next two years of his career, Gibbens practiced law 
with the oklahoma City firm of Fuller, smith, Mosburg & davis. He joined the oU law faculty 
in 1962 and for almost 50 years, taught classes in Criminal procedure, Constitutional law, 
sports law and First amendment Church-state Relations. 
For nearly 39 years, Gibbens served as the faculty athletics representative to the National 
Collegiate athletic association, the Big 8 Conference and the Big 12 Conference. He was a 
nationally recognized leader among academic and faculty representatives of intercollegiate 
athletics and served on the NCaa Governance structure Committee. in 2000, he received the 
National Football Foundation outstanding Faculty Representative award. 
in addition to serving the university, Gibbens was a leader in local, state and national bar 
associations. He served as president of the Cleveland County Bar association, was a member 
of the oklahoma Bar association strategic planning Committee for 10 years and served for 
two years as the project director of the american Bar association empirical investigation on 
omnibus Hearing effects on state Criminal processes. Gibbens also served on the Massad 
Commission advising the Cherokee Nation Council during a constitutional crisis and was 
recognized for this work with a 1997 oklahoma Bar association presidential Citation “for 
distinguished pro Bono service to the Cherokee indian Nation.”
other civic service included membership in the U.s. Naval Reserve, from which he retired 
in 1991 with the rank of commander. Gibbens also served on the board of directors and 
executive committee of the Norman alcohol information Center for more than 30 years. 
He was a founding member of st. Michael’s episcopal Church in Norman and served 
the church in a variety of capacities, including as a member of the oklahoma episcopal 
diocese ecclesiastical Court. 
He is survived by his wife, Carol, and their two sons, Mike and Bob.
oklahoma, completed her accounting 
degree at the University of Central 
oklahoma. she worked at peat, 
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. and later 
attended and graduated from oU law. 
after retiring from her law practice, she 
continued doing pro bono legal work. 
she also became a Master Gardener 
and Master Naturalist.
John C. Wynne (’86) of Houston died 
July 24, 2011. He was born May 5, 1961, 
in oklahoma City and graduated from 
edmond Memorial High school. He 
attended oU, receiving his bachelor’s 
and juris doctor degrees. after law 
school, he joined andrews kurth llp in 
Houston, where he practiced corporate 
litigation for 25 years.
1990s
Kelly L. gage-hogan (’90) of edmond 
died december 29, 2010. she was born 
November 4, 1963, in oklahoma City. 
she grew up in yukon, graduating from 
high school there prior to attending 
southwestern oklahoma state 
University and the oU College of law.
Judy Copeland (’93) of edmond died 
November 6, 2011. she was born in el 
paso, texas, on January 28, 1969. after 
graduating from stroud High school in 
1987, she attended Northeastern state 
University, earning a bachelor’s degree 
in political science in 1990. Following 
her graduation from the oU College of 
law in 1993, she began a legal career 
of public service. at the time of her 
death, she was general counsel for 
oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin.
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Casey Delaney (’05) is the director 
of the office of professional & Career 
development. she previously served 
as the associate director of career 
development for pepperdine University 
school of law and practiced law in the 
oklahoma City office of Fellers snider.
 Sheridan haynes (’11) joined the oU 
law staff as a development associate 
in august. as director of alumni affairs 
and development, she will oversee the 
dean’s leadership Circle, the second 
Century scholarship society, and the 
new oU law society, in addition to 
assisting with estate and planned giving.
Donna Wade began working in the 
faculty support office in august. prior 
to coming to the College of law, she 
worked as an administrative assistant for 
11 years in price College of Business and 
six years in the english department.
elizabeth base (’94) joined the College 
of law staff in october as associate 
director of the office of professional 
& Career development. she previously 
practiced law in Norman for 15 years 
and served as the pre-law adviser for 
oU undergraduates and alumni.
 Scott palk (’92) started in august as the 
assistant dean for students and director 
of student services. He joined oU 
law after 10 years as an assistant U.s. 
attorney with the U.s. attorney’s office 
for the western district of oklahoma. 
prior to that, he worked for 10 years as 
an assistant district attorney in Cleveland 
County, serving for three years as the 
first assistant district attorney.
Sandra Sobrado, while continuing 
in her 10-year position as director of 
facilities, also assumed the role of events 
coordinator in august. she previously 
served more than 17 years as assistant 
to the dean, working with three deans 
during those years.
brittany Mayes (’10) began in the 
position of assistant to the dean in 
september, after serving as associate 
director of recruitment for 10 months.
	New faces and titles
Staff changes
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	Retirements
Stan evans (’03) retired as assistant 
dean for students in october. He joined 
the oU College of law as dean in 2003. 
evans was the first african american 
appointed to a law school dean position 
in oklahoma. during his tenure, minority 
enrollment at oU law increased from 13 
to 22 percent. 
evans is a retired U.s. army colonel 
with more than 30 years of active service. in 2000, evans was 
awarded the U.s. army distinguished service Medal, the highest 
non-combat-related award given. He also was awarded the 
Bronze star for his service in the vietnam war. in addition, 
governors Frank keating and Brad Henry selected evans to be a 
member of the oklahoma Human Rights Commission, where he 
served as chairman from 2007 to 2010.
evans has received several community service awards including the 
toastmasters international Communication and leadership award 
and the oklahoma City Urban league annual equal opportunity 
Community Recognition award. 
evans continues to serve oU law on a part-time basis in an advisory 
role. He also plans to write books recounting his life experiences 
and lessons learned and teach a course on military law.
“Being at oU law has been a very special time for saundra and 
me. Being an applicant, a student, then assistant dean, put us in 
a very special place to interact with the students, faculty, staff 
and alumni in a way that has been both unique and extremely 
rewarding. For this we are both humbled and thankful,” said 
evans. “we are also excited because even as we move on down 
our life path, we have been given the opportunity to remain an 
active part of the oU law family.”
David A. poarch (’77) retired in 
January, after 14 years as assistant dean 
for external affairs. prior to 1997, he 
served for six years as chief operating 
officer and general counsel for the 
oklahoma subsidiary of a Fortune 500 
company. He was previously engaged in 
the private practice of law and served 
as an assistant U.s. attorney for the 
western district of oklahoma. 
in addition to his membership in the oklahoma Bar association, 
oklahoma Bar Foundation and the american Bar association, 
he is an elected member of the american law institute and 
the american Bar Foundation. licensed to practice in all state 
and federal courts in oklahoma, he is a Master of the luther l. 
Bohanon chapter of the american inns of Court and currently 
serves on the oklahoma Bar association Board of Governors.
Following his retirement from the College of law, he will resume 
active practice in Norman, oklahoma, with the firm of Bailey 
and poarch. He will continue to serve the law school in a limited 
part-time capacity.
“thank you to all the many alumni and friends who made my 
return to the law school such a wonderful experience. i’ve 
enjoyed every minute of it and leave with a host of new friends 
as well as many rekindled friendships from my years in practice,” 
said poarch. “to have been a part of these transformative years 
spanning the start of our second century has been invigorating, 
but more importantly, an honor. with all of you who value the 
education you received here, i look forward to the continued 
growth of the College of law, and wish everyone here the best.” 
Karen housley, pictured here with husband Roger o. Housley (’70), retired from 
the oU College of law after serving eight years as the coordinator for external 
relations and alumni. Friends and family gathered at Coach’s Bar & Grill to wish 
her well in her new adventure of spending more time in the role of “grandma.”
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	OU Legal Clinic makes history
three students appeared in federal courts on 
behalf of clients in 2011 – a first in legal clinic 
history. third-year student dale Rex traveled 
to denver in November to argue at the Byron 
white U.s. Courthouse before a three-judge 
panel of the tenth Circuit Court of appeals. in 
March, two third-year students, erin troub and 
emily Mueller, tried a case to a jury before Chief 
Judge vicki Miles-laGrange in U.s. district 
Court in oklahoma City.
 as students in the oU legal Clinic’s section 
1983 program, they represented plaintiffs 
who had been proceeding pro se in civil rights 
complaints against government officials. the students, under the direction of the clinical faculty, 
represented their clients at all stages of the proceedings, including trial and interlocutory appeals.
in the collective memory of the law school, no one remembers law students arguing before 
the tenth Circuit or handling a federal jury trial. “our students have been given a tremendous 
opportunity,” said Cheryl wattley, director of clinical education. “the hard work, diligence and dedication our students exhibit as 
they prepare for these federal court proceedings are phenomenal. we are constantly told our students performed, not just as well as 
licensed attorneys, but actually better than many.” 
	Six countries represented in first LL.M. class
the College of law welcomed its first-ever ll.M. class in the 
fall. the John B. turner ll.M. program in international energy, 
Natural Resources, and indigenous peoples extends oU’s long 
history of excellence and expertise in law relating to domestic 
and international energy law, natural resources law, and 
american indian law and indigenous peoples law. sustainable 
development of all forms of energy, water and agricultural 
resources will continue to be challenging and vitally important 
to the global economy. increasingly, development occurs on or 
near lands claimed by indigenous populations. this program is 
designed to be flexible, allowing international and american 
students to study in all three areas or concentrate their studies 
in any one or two of these areas.
this year’s class of seven students represents six countries. 
Members of the class are krasimir Gabrovski from Bulgaria; 
Frances agbebaku from Cameroon; Cheng ding from China; 
ensieh Mohajeri from iran; Niquaise Moore from Nigeria; and 
Marina valley and Christine Fritze from the United states. 
the ll.M. students took a weekend field trip November 12 to ponca City, former 
home of Conoco, and to Cushing, where many oil companies temporarily store 
crude oil. the group is pictured in ponca City outside the Marland Mansion, built 
by e.w. Marland, the 10th governor of oklahoma and founder of the Marland 
oil Company that later was merged with another company to ultimately become 
Conoco. 
dale Rex stands outside the Byron 
white U.s. Courthouse in denver.
during a Federal Bar association reception, erin troub, 
Chief Judge vicki Miles-la Grange, emily Mueller and Cheryl 
wattley visit about the students’ courtroom experience.
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	Four students selected for 
AIPN scholarships
Four oU law students and one oU energy 
management student were awarded 
$5,000 scholarships from the association of 
international petroleum Negotiators for the 
2011-2012 academic year. the scholarships 
are presented to students who possess the 
potential to make a significant contribution 
to the field of international oil and gas 
negotiations. law students who received 
scholarships are Cheng ding, Justin katusak, 
ashley Miller and Jennifer Riter. Carlos de la 
Garza was the other recipient from oU. 
“aipN awarded 10 scholarships in a 
worldwide competition and oU students 
got 50 percent of them,” said professor 
owen anderson, who holds the eugene 
kuntz Chair in oil, Gas & Natural Resources 
and is director of the John B. turner ll.M. 
program. “this is unbelievable and speaks 
so well of the interest that our students have 
in petroleum law and of their impressive 
credentials.”
“Congratulations to each of our students 
on their impressive accomplishments 
and thanks to owen for his sustained, 
outstanding leadership and intense interest 
in the success of our students,” said dean 
Joe Harroz.
	International Human Rights Clinic students travel to 
Morocco and Ecuador
eight students in the international Human 
Rights Clinic spent a week in Morocco 
and ecuador in august researching 
the treatment of indigenous peoples 
in countries for reports that will be 
submitted to the United Nations Human 
Rights Council. 
students Chris Nassar, Ryan kull, Jason 
kennedy and James lindhart visited 
Morocco with professor and director 
of Clinical education Cheryl wattley. 
the group gathered information about 
the amazigh peoples (formerly known as the Berbers) for their Morocco report, 
which focuses on land rights, natural resource development, political rights, 
access to social services, media and children’s rights. the group met with 
representatives of the national amazigh television station, the amazigh political 
party, the Human Rights council and local attorneys in Fez and Casablanca.
in ecuador, students emily van 
volkinburg, Jennifer villani, Jason Martin 
and Michael Housley traveled with 
adjunct lecturer alvaro Baca to the 
Constitutional Court of ecuador and 
the office of special defense of people. 
the students also visited the indigenous 
communities of Cayambe and Cotopaxi. 
the ecuador report focuses on 
education, judicial rights, health care 
and the treatment of women, children 
and disabled people.
Michael Housley, Jason Martin, emily van 
volkinburg and Jennifer villani in ecuador  
visit leaders of the indigenous community  
of Cotopaxi.
Chris Nassar, Ryan kull, Jason kennedy and  
James lindhart stand with a guard at king’s 
tomb in Morocco.
	Military Law Society sponsors forum after 10th anniversary of 9/11
the decision to try the 9/11 conspirators through military commissions was the topic of 
discussion at a september 12 forum sponsored by the Military law society. differing 
viewpoints were provided by Francis Gilligan and lt. Col. Jon Jackson, both with the U.s. 
department of defense office of Military Commissions. Mls is composed of veterans, current 
military, students interested in military law and individuals who assist veterans with legal issues.
stan evans (‘03), former assistant dean for students and retired U.s. army colonel; Francis Gilligan, chief prosecutor; 
January turner, Mls president; and lt. Col. Jon Jackson, defense counsel, gather for a photo outside the Bell 
Courtroom, where the forum was held.
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	Incoming first-year students participate in orientation
Members of the Class of 2014 pose for a class portrait at the conclusion of their orientation program, held august 18-19, prior to the start of the fall 2011 semester.
dean emeritus andy Coats takes the delegation on a tour of the building that 
bears his name.
“ Be good to each other. it is the right thing to do and it will have consequences throughout your 
lives. How you interact and treat other people will follow you throughout your careers.” 
Dean Joe Harroz 
Opening address at orientation for the Class of 2014
	Russian group visits OU College of Law
a delegation of five legal academics and a judicial law clerk 
from Nizhny Novgorod, Russian Federation, visited the College 
of law september 12-13 as part of a program administered by 
the open world leadership Center, an agency created by the 
U.s. Congress in 1999. the purpose of the program is to bring 
Russian political and civic leaders to this country to meet with 
their american counterparts and observe democracy and free 
enterprise. Judge stephen p. Friot (’72), U.s. district Court for the 
western district of oklahoma, served as the host judge for the 
group during the eight-day visit to oklahoma.
while the Russian guests were at oU law, dean Joe Harroz, 
professor emeritus peter krug, professor Cheryl wattley and dean 
emeritus andy Coats provided information about legal education in 
the United states and specifically, at the oU College of law. the group toured the building, sat in on classes, attended a meeting of 
the Cleveland County Bar association and met with students. Following the delegation’s first day in Coats Hall, they were guests at a 
dinner in the Chapman Great Reading Room.
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	OPCD brings Chesapeake 
Energy to OU Law
	SATJ and PALS host  
back-to-school picnic  
and potluck
	OU Law graduates participate in admission ceremony
students filled a classroom on september 1 to grab 
lunch and hear representatives of Chesapeake 
energy discuss the company’s internships, programs 
and operations.
Bob Goff with children in Uganda.
students for access to Justice and parents 
attending law school invited students, faculty, 
staff and their families to a picnic dinner and 
potluck on the south lawn september 11. 
sandwiches were provided and everyone was 
encouraged to bring blankets, games and 
snacks to share at the event, which provided an 
opportunity for students to become acquainted 
with faculty and staff in a relaxed environment.Graduates of the oU College of law raise their hands to take the oath of attorney at the oklahoma Bar 
association admission Ceremony september 22 in the Chambers of the House of Representatives in the 
oklahoma state Capitol building. 
	Restore International Founder Bob Goff speaks of  
fighting injustices worldwide
addressing injustices committed against 
children in Uganda and india was the 
topic of a talk by Bob Goff, founder and 
Ceo of Restore international, a nonprofit 
organization. Goff presented “Giving others 
a voice: pursuing Justice in Uganda and 
india” on september 18 in the dick Bell 
Courtroom.
Goff and the organization have worked with 
Uganda’s judiciary in bringing to trial more 
than 200 cases, including cases involving 
children who were languishing in jail without 
trial. in india, they investigated and intervened 
to relieve minor girls from a life of forced 
prostitution, leading to the identification and 
arrest of more than 50 perpetrators. 
“Bob Goff’s work reminds us that we each have an opportunity to touch a 
life,” said oU College of law dean Joe Harroz. “His story is one of inspiration, 
motivation and determination. it teaches us that without justice, there will be no 
real peace; without love and compassion, there will be no justice.”
Goff is admitted to practice in California and in washington, where his firm, 
Goff & dewalt, is located. additionally, he serves as the Honorary Consul for 
the Republic of Uganda to the United states. He is also an adjunct professor at 
pepperdine law school in Malibu, California, where he teaches nonprofit law, 
and point Nazarene University in san diego, where he teaches business law.
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	Hartzog Conger Cason & Neville hosts reception for first-year students
Members of the first-year class were guests at a networking reception at Hartzog 
Conger Cason & Neville in downtown oklahoma City. on september 15, charter 
buses took students to a reception at the law firm’s office, where they enjoyed 
delicious food and conversation with members of the firm about the practice 
of law. len Cason (’72) welcomed the students to the profession and provided 
advice on how to be successful. Following his presentation, each student was 
given a black leather padfolio to use as they began their legal careers.
	Annual OAWL Auction benefits Women’s  
Resource Center
Footballs signed by Barry switzer and Bob 
stoops, an electric guitar signed by the 
oklahoma band Hinder, salon packages, 
area restaurant gift certificates and fun 
evenings out with oU law professors 
are among the many items that enabled 
the organization for the advancement 
of women in law to raise $12,000 at 
its 23rd annual auction to benefit the 
women’s Resource Center of Norman. 
the event was held october 13 at the 
Brewhouse in Norman. 
students make their way into the downtown oklahoma City office of their host.
Gauri Nautiyal shows a football 
autographed by Barry switzer that 
was one of many items up for bid at 
the oawl auction.
attorneys armand paliotta ('92), left, and Jay Griffin  
('05), right, visit at the reception with students ashley 
powell and anderson dark.
len Cason visits with angie dean at the reception hosted by 
his law firm. 
	OBA Law Schools  
Committee visits 
Casey delaney (’05), director of the office of 
professional & Career development, responds to 
a question from a member of the oklahoma Bar 
association law schools Committee during its 
september 23 visit to the oU College of law.
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	Owl Ceremony and Academic 
Convocation – a new tradition 
the second annual owl Ceremony and academic 
Convocation was held august 29 in the dick Bell Courtroom. 
dean Joe Harroz initiated this event last year as a new oU 
law tradition for the entering class of first-year law students.
“Modeled after the College of Medicine’s ‘white Coat 
Ceremony,’ the purpose of the convocation is to mark the 
formal beginning of our students’ legal education and to 
charge the class with an understanding of the importance 
and obligations of the profession. in this ceremony, our class 
dedicates itself to the ideals and principals of service to their 
clients and to society,” said Harroz.
the academic convocation included remarks from 
oU president david l. Boren, Harroz and student Bar 
association president Jeff Riles. oklahoma supreme 
Court Chief Justice steven w. taylor administered the 
professionalism pledge to the entering class. as a gift from 
the Class of 2011, each first-year student received a custom-
bound copy of a book that contained the U.s. Constitution 
and the professionalism pledge.
dean Joe Harroz speaks to first-year students at the owl Ceremony and academic Convocation as oU president david Boren, Chief Justice steven taylor and faculty 
members look on.
emily Meazell, associate dean for academics, leads the processional of dignitaries 
and faculty into the courtroom. 
First-year student Brian lepak leads the oU Chant to close the ceremony. 
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Courtney ernston, aCs president; Rick tepker; Robert alt; and patrick Moore, 
Federalist society president 
the students serving on the Board of advocates, pictured here with dean Harroz, coordinate the  
Calvert Competition.
the team of Brandee Raney and Jessica Cory won the 2011 
Calvert Moot Court Competition.
	Providing aid to foreign 
nations discussed 
alan d. Rosenbaum, retired colonel, U.s. 
army Reserve, shared his experiences serving 
in iraq and afghanistan and the african 
territories of sudan, Uganda, somalia, 
ethiopia and djibouti helping the people 
rebuild, restructure and reform their nations. 
the program was presented by the Military 
law society and law students for africa on 
october 18. 
Rosenbaum, who received his bachelor’s 
degree from oU, served 21 years in private 
practice, two-and-a-half years as an assistant 
district attorney, three years as an adjunct 
professor, and more than 30 years in the 
military, commanding and managing combat, 
logistics, transportation, training, and 
maintenance support units and operations. 
He discussed his experience providing aid to 
numerous countries in africa and the Middle 
east and how students can get involved in 
future efforts.
Rosenbaum also talked of the importance of 
such oU law programs as the international 
Human Rights Clinic, sponsored by pros For 
africa, which gives students the opportunity 
to research and investigate issues that have 
an impact on indigenous populations in 
selected countries.
	Calvert Moot Court Competition has another  
successful year
For one week, 24 teams 
of second- and third-year 
students competed in the 
2011 Calvert Moot Court 
Competition sponsored 
by the Floyd and irma 
Calvert Fund for law and 
liberty. Coordinated by 
students who serve on 
the Board of advocates, 
multiple rounds were held 
and winners advanced until the last two teams faced off in the final round, 
which was held in the Bell Courtroom october 21. the case argued this year 
involved issues surrounding Fourth amendment search and seizure concerns 
when police attached a Gps tracking device to a suspect’s vehicle.
	Student organizations host debate 
a debate about the constitutionality of the health care bill was 
sponsored by the american Constitution society for law and 
policy and the Federalist society on November 15. oU law 
professor Rick tepker faced off against Robert alt, deputy 
director of the Center for legal and Judicial studies at the 
Heritage Foundation.
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	Native American art adorns 
Law Center walls
since september, students, faculty and  
staff have been able to enjoy more than 
200 pieces of Native american art displayed 
throughout andrew M. Coats Hall. 
the artwork is part of the collection of 
James t. Bialac, an arizona attorney who 
began collecting Native american art 
in 1964. throughout the next 46 years, 
he amassed one of the most important 
private collections in the world. in 2010, 
he gave this outstanding collection to 
the University of oklahoma Foundation 
to be used in conjunction with the Fred 
Jones Jr. Museum of art. a portion of 
the collection has been designated to the 
College of law. 
“i hope these paintings will enrich the 
educational experience and daily lives of 
the faculty, staff and students,” dean 
Harroz said.
	Fellers Snider sponsors 1L OPCD orientation
on october 27, the law firm of Fellers, 
snider, Blankenship, Bailey and tippens 
pC sponsored the office of professional 
& Career development 1l orientation 
at the College of law. the program 
introduced first-year law students to the 
many resources provided by the opCd 
for their summer and post-graduate 
job searches. students received career 
handbooks containing information 
about specific practice areas and job 
search websites, and examples of 
resumes and cover letters. 
First-year law students also heard from 
practicing attorneys Curt long (’74), 
lance leffel (’02), Nick Merkley (’04) 
and sofia Nagda (’10) regarding the 
importance of submitting a strong 
application for summer internships and 
how to be successful as summer law 
clerks. the presentation was followed by 
a networking reception with attorneys from Fellers snider available to speak to 
students about their specific practice areas and answer career-related questions.
lance leffel, Nick Merkley, sofia Nagda and 
Curt long spoke to first-year students in the 
Bell Courtroom.
whitney donley (’09), emily semands, Brittany 
stidham and liz davies (’05) visit at the 
networking reception in the Boren atrium.
“a Game of arrows and Hoops” from the Bialac 
collection hangs in the dean’s suite.
Chief Judge vicki Miles-laGrange meets with 
student organizers prior to the event.
	Chief Judge Vicki Miles-LaGrange visits OU Law
vicki Miles-laGrange, chief judge of 
the U.s. district Court for the western 
district of oklahoma, visited the oU 
College of law october 27 to speak 
with students about her international 
human rights experience as a 
member of the international Judicial 
Relations Committee of the U.s. 
Judicial Conference and her work with courts across the globe, including courts in 
Rwanda, southern sudan, liberia, China and Brazil. the program, titled “Blueprint 
for the Future: a Judicial perspective on developing Nations,” was sponsored by the 
student Bar association, Black law students association, international law society, 
organization for the advancement of women and law students for africa.
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Newman was the recipient of the oklahoma Bar Foundation’s 
Chapman-Rogers scholarship. Newman is her section 
representative for the organization for the advancement of 
women in law and a member of the Native american law 
student association. she plans to take the Certified public 
accountant exam after obtaining her juris doctor degree in 2014.
evans received the award for outstanding pro Bono service. 
He recently retired as dean for students, but continues to assist 
oU law with diversity outreach. evans is a vietnam veteran 
who served in the U.s. army for 32 years, rising to the rank of 
colonel. He led the “Make-a-will” Clinic at langston University 
in oklahoma City. evans also volunteered with the oBa’s Military 
assistance task Force and oklahoma lawyers for america’s 
Heroes. in addition, he served as a board member and chairman 
of the oklahoma Human Rights Commission.
spector received the Maurice Merrill Golden quill award for his 
article titled “Children and divorce: a 31-year Retrospective,” 
which appeared in the august 6, 2011, issue of The Oklahoma 
Bar Journal. Read more about spector's award on page 53.
six people from the oU College of law received awards at the 
oklahoma Bar association annual Meeting at the Hyatt Regency 
in downtown tulsa November 2 and 3. oU law students Monica 
dionisio, allyson dow, Barbara Moschovidis and alix Newman 
were recognized along with stan evans (’03), former assistant 
dean for students, and professor emeritus Robert spector.
dionisio and dow were named outstanding Family law students 
by the oBa Family law section. dionisio holds offices in both 
the organization for advancement of women in law and the 
oklahoma international law society. she also has been selected 
to compete on the National american association for Justice 
student trial advocacy team.
dow is a member of the luther l. Bohanon american inn of 
Court and has been selected to compete on the american 
association for Justice student trial advocacy team. she has 
been a licensed legal intern for two family law firms as well as 
the oU legal Clinic. in addition, dow participates in oU law’s 
interdisciplinary training program. Both dow and dionisio serve 
as research assistants to spector.
Moschovidis received the outstanding law school senior student 
award. she serves as the business development editor of the 
American Indian Law Review and has taken an active leadership 
role in the organization for the advancement of women in law. 
Moschovidis is also a member of the Board of advocates and 
has been selected to compete on the aBa National appellate 
advocacy Moot Court team for the past two years. 
Barbara Moschovidis (right) receives the outstanding law school senior student 
award from d. scott pappas, member of the oBa Board of Governors. 
Guy Clark (’65) presents the oklahoma Bar Foundation’s Chapman-Rogers 
scholarship to alix Newman. 
	Students, faculty and staff honored at OBA Annual Meeting
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	SBA Leadership Series 
features notable speakers
oklahoma supreme Court Chief Justice 
steven w. taylor (’74) addressed 
students august 19 during the student 
Bar association leadership summit. 
He discussed public service and the 
importance of lawyers being engaged in 
the community. 
as a continuation of the series, Jari 
askins ('80) and Reta struhbar were 
guest speakers at the College of law on 
November 17. the luncheon event, open 
to all students and titled “women in the 
law,” was presented by the student Bar 
association and the organization for 
the advancement of women in law.
the leadership series was designed to 
help develop leadership and service at 
the College of law. other leadership 
series speakers were oU law dean 
Joe Harroz, president of the american 
Fidelity Foundation tom Mcdaniel, and 
oU law dean emeritus andy Coats.
dean Harroz and Jeff Riles welcome Chief Justice 
taylor (center) to the sBa leadership summit in 
august.
New initiates and professors Jonathan Forman (far left) and 
david swank (far right) gather for a photo after the ceremony.
professor emeritus Bill McNichols congratulates Justice 
Gurich after her initiation. 
Jari askins and Reta struhbar arrive at the sBa event 
in November, where they spoke to students.
	Order of the Coif initiates new members
the oklahoma Chapter of the 
order of the Coif initiated its 
newest members, graduates 
from the Class of 2011 and 
one honorary initiate, on 
october 29. invitations for 
membership are issued in 
recognition of outstanding 
academic performance at 
the oU College of law and 
are limited to not more than 
10 percent of the graduating 
class. sixteen recent graduates 
were invited to membership 
and all accepted. 
dinner in the Chapman 
Reading Room preceded the 
initiation ceremony, held in 
the dick Bell Courtroom. 
oklahoma supreme Court 
Justice Noma Gurich (’78) 
was initiated as an honorary 
member. the initiation 
ceremony was conducted by professors david swank (’59), drew kershen and 
Jonathan Forman.
Nathan H. aduddell
















Honorary initiate – Justice Noma Gurich
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since the mid-70s, hundreds of law students have enjoyed the magical experience 
of the oxford summer program of the University of oklahoma College of law. 
this summer, for five weeks during July and august, 38 students, including 10 
from other law schools, made oxford University their home. they lived and 
studied in the centuries-old buildings and sampled the British way of life. 
 six classes totaling 12 credit hours were offered and students enrolled in four to 
six credit hours. during the first four weeks of the session, classes did not meet 
on Fridays, leaving students with long weekends for travel.
 the oU law faculty members teaching were Robert G. spector, steven s. Gensler 
and liesa l. Richter. they were joined by english faculty dr. Jonathan Black-Branch, 
professor of international law at the University of Brighton, and sir david yardley, 
former chief ombudsman for england and wales and chairman emeritus of the 
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in washington d.C. and later returned home to kansas to practice 
and teach law at the University of kansas school of law. 
tacha served as a member of the federal bench from 1985 to 
2011, including seven years as chief judge. in 2008, she was 
awarded the edward J. devitt distinguished service to Justice 
award by the american Judicature society. to understate the 
obvious, dean tacha’s career has been (and continues to be) 
extraordinary. 
possibly the most amazing thing about the dean is her kindness. 
she was happy to spend time with students outside of class, 
answer endless questions, and even joke about British cuisine.
tacha taught defining the Rule of law, a course examining 
not only the american basis for “a government of laws, and 
not of men,” but also the extent to which other countries 
honor or dishonor the rule of law. as part of the delegation 
that assisted albania in writing a new constitution in 1992, she 
knows what she’s talking about when discussing the role of 
the rule of law abroad.
tacha stressed the need for independent and passionate judges 
as defenders and implementers of the rule of law. she knows 
that the talk of ideological biases is often just that – talk. the 
vast majority of judges looks at the facts, the law, precedent, and 
common sense and makes decisions based on the case at hand.
she is an advocate of the efforts of judges and lawyers 
worldwide to demand independence and fairness in judicial 
systems. she shared stories of judges and lawyers protesting in 
the streets for the right to do their jobs.
Commission for local administration. the distinguished jurist 
in residence was deanell Reece tacha, who retired after serving 
more than 25 years on the U.s. Court of appeals for the tenth 
Circuit to become dean of pepperdine University school of law.
 this summer marked the 37th anniversary of the program and 
the “changing of the guard” in terms of leadership. since 1999, 
spector has served as director of the program, coordinating 
and overseeing a multitude of details that enable the five-week 
session to run smoothly. at the conclusion of the 2011 program, 
spector turned over the director’s job to Gensler.
 Four students who participated in the program agreed to share 
some of their special memories of their summer at oxford. 
edited excerpts from their stories on topics ranging from classes 
and instructors to adventures in travel, illustrate how incredibly 
full and memorable the experience can be.
Andrew J. Morris
“it’s not often you get to hear from a rock star of the legal 
profession.” this is how deanell tacha, current dean of 
pepperdine University school of law and former chief judge of 
the U.s. Court of appeals for the tenth Circuit, was introduced 
by her former law clerk, oU professor steven Gensler. little did 
we know how right he was.
dean tacha has had a legal career most can only dream of. after 
graduating from the University of kansas, she received her juris 
doctor degree from the University of Michigan in ann arbor. after 
serving as a white House Fellow, she joined Hogan and Hartson 
students gather around deanell tacha, distinguished jurist in residence, during an 
outdoor reception.
professors Robert spector, steven Gensler, deanell tacha and liesa Richter served 
as faculty members for the 2011 oxford summer program.
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to have such an extraordinary person as a professor was the 
chance of a lifetime. and it was an opportunity i had only because 
i was lucky enough to attend oU law’s oxford program.
Lauren hammonds
oxford was a fairytale dream-come-true. i slept in a castle, 
saw the wedding dress of a princess-to-be, and, frequently, ate 
dinner with a knight. it was a bit of an adjustment returning to 
the "simple life" in Norman.
For all 37 years of oU law’s oxford summer program, professor 
sir david yardley, chairman emeritus, Commission for local 
administration in england, former chief ombudsman for england 
and wales, and all things noble and honorable, has been a part 
of the program as a visiting lecturer. 
this was his last summer with the program, but that did not 
prevent him from sharing his wisdom, stories and presence with 
our group. one evening, i had the pleasure of dining with sir 
david in Brasenose College Hall. as we chatted over our roast 
lamb and potatoes, it began to sink in…i was eating dinner with 
a real knight.
the second part of my fairytale trip took place in london, about 
an hour southeast of oxford. i toured Buckingham palace and 
saw the duchess of Cambridge's wedding dress on display. 
after touring the state rooms of Buckingham palace, filled with 
Rembrandts, van dycks and gifts from countries all over the 
world, i made my way into the elaborate ballroom. in the center 
of the room on a dimly-lit pedestal was the dress. the hand-
sewn lacework and fine details were stunning.
after seeing the dress, the Churchill war Rooms were next. the 
war Rooms are an underground bunker in london where the 
prime minister and cabinet members took refuge from bombs 
and planned the english strategy for wwii. walking down the 
steps into the bunker was like walking back in time.
even deeper is the Churchill Museum. it tells the story of a 
colorful man, sometimes stubborn or demanding, who served 
his country and the world, for many years. the most surprising 
part of Churchill's life was what he did after retiring from 
political service. He was a talented oil painter and many of his 
landscapes and doodles were on display in the museum.
sir winston Churchill said, "[t]he farther backward you can look, 
the farther forward you are likely to see." viewing a piece of 
recent history belonging to the next generation of monarchs, 
hearing the stories of sir david, and walking through the very 
rooms sir winston Churchill used to pace, allowed me to look 
backward in time.
the trip to oxford was more than a vacation abroad; it was 
an opportunity to step back and view my place in time and to 
decide what type of impact i will make on the world.
Lark e. zink
one of the highlights of our european travels was a trip to 
Malahide Castle, one of the oldest castles in ireland. despite 
the tumultuous course of irish history, it was held by the talbot 
family for nearly 800 years, until it was finally sold to the irish 
state and converted to a tourist destination. 
Many castles now open to tour have been pillaged or looted for 
profit. Not so with Malahide. the remarkable highlight of the 
tour at Malahide was that despite this history, the castle is fully 
furnished with marble fireplaces, ornate rococo ceilings, period 
furniture and paintings.
at oxford, classes were taught by eminent faculty. But the true 
value of the oxford experience is that learning and growth 
opportunities do not stop at the classroom walls. like Malahide 
Castle, the oU oxford program offers a fully furnished experience. 
social events included taking a legal tour of london; Harry 
potter and James Bond theme parties; hearing a knight, sir david 
yardley, extol the virtues of scholarly research; and experiencing 
europe both inside and outside the classroom setting.
sir david yardley visits with students during his 37th and final year with the 
oxford summer program.
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what i most appreciated about oxford was the opportunity to 
immerse myself in the student life. My experience is atypical, in 
that i left my husband and two small boys back at home for the 
five weeks of the program. it was the first time that i had been 
away from them for an extended period of time.
while at oxford, there was daily maid service to turn down the 
bed and replace towels and most breakfasts and dinners were 
provided. this meant that after both classes and skyping back 
home with the boys, i still had plenty of free time!
oxford is a beautiful town to discover on foot. a quick stop 
by the covered market and on to Christ Church Meadow 
meant impromptu picnics were a favorite standby. in the 
evenings, oxford does not sleep, and there was no shortage of 
entertainment. From baroque music by candlelight to open-air 
shakespeare performances, movies to staged musicals at theatre 
houses, and the local pubs to the clubs, there were plenty of 
entertainment options. 
planning the weekend’s day trips also became a hobby of sorts. 
the Cotswolds, stonehenge and london are all a short bus, train 
or car ride away. and i couldn’t pass on the opportunity to see 
the Mont st. Michel or the Normandy coast in France.
oxford was an incredible opportunity for both intellectual and 
cultural growth. and a tremendously good time.
Dylan C. edwards
one of the best parts of my oxford experience was the 
opportunity to explore new cultures through traveling both 
before and during the program. a group of friends and i decided 
to plan a trip to italy before commencement of classes in oxford. 
after flying into london and dropping off most of our luggage 
with a section-mate’s very generous parents, we hopped right 
back on a plane to italy.
after an overnight stop in Milan, and our first of many 
experiences with the european phenomenon known as 
“trains,” we found ourselves on the beautiful italian Riviera. 
we stayed along the coast in one of the five villages of Cinque 
terre and enjoyed remarkable views, succulent dishes and a 
long hiking adventure.
after leaving Cinque terre by rail, we headed inland into the 
hills of tuscany. we rented a car and took our chances on the 
italian highways. as the only member of the troupe who could 
operate the manual transmission, my fellow travelers put their 
lives in my hands as we wound through the mountains to our 
incredible apartment near san Gimignano, approximately 40 
miles south of Florence.
we took up residence on a hill, overlooking a breathtaking valley 
filled with vineyards, olive orchards, small farms and the tuscan 
sun. Highlights from this portion of the trip included visits to 
several medieval towns, the taste of real gelato, enjoying the 
Fourth of July cliff-side at an amazing restaurant and the comedy 
of errors associated with driving and parking in italy. 
we flew back from italy and arrived in oxford, joining the rest of 
the group to begin our studies. it was clear from the beginning 
that there would be two phases of the program: the time during 
the week in oxford, and the weekends. Come Friday morning, 
different groups would depart to destinations both within the 
United kingdom and beyond.
one of my most memorable trips was to edinburgh and st. 
andrews in scotland. a few of us also had the chance to attend 
the British open, which was a great, and very wet, time. i also 
enjoyed trips to london and amsterdam. 
i think one of the best parts of my travels during the oxford 
program was experiencing it with friends, both old and new. in 
my first year of law school, i was fortunate to be part of a section 
that bonded very well. Much of my extracurricular time was spent 
with my section-mates. attending the oxford program was a 
great opportunity to branch out and make new friends.
a visit to a village of the Cinque terre on the italian Riviera was just one of the 
extracurricular travel experiences of students in the program.
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	New faces and titles
Faculty changes
Stephen henderson came to oU law 
in July as a professor of law after eight 
years at widener University school of 
law in wilmington, delaware. Following 
law school, he clerked for a judge of 
the U.s. Court of appeals for the Fifth 
Circuit and then practiced with vinson 
& elkins and Fish & Richardson in dallas. 
Henderson teaches Criminal law, 
Criminal procedure, intellectual property and Computer Crime.
Megan Shaner joined the oU College 
of law in July as an associate professor 
of law. she previously practiced law 
in wilmington, delaware, as a senior 
associate at Richards, layton & Finger 
pa, where she advised and represented 
clients in matters involving the delaware 
General Corporation law and related 
issues. shaner teaches Contracts and 
agency and partnership.
Christina bennett joined the faculty in 
august as a visiting assistant professor 
of law. after graduation, she clerked 
for two years with a judge on the 
tennessee Court of Criminal appeals 
and later joined a small firm in Nashville, 
tennessee, where she managed the 
bankruptcy and debt-related practice. 
after practicing, Bennett worked as 
research director for Common Ground Cases, a public policy-
based special project of search for Common Ground. Bennett 
teaches legal Research and writing.
D. Kent Meyers (’64), longtime adjunct 
professor, was named visiting professor 
of law and assumed a heavier class load 
beginning Fall 2011. He is a director of 
Crowe & dunlevy, based in oklahoma 
City. His law practice has been focused 
on antitrust and complex commercial 
litigation since 1972. at oU law, he 
teaches antitrust i and ii, Federal Courts 
and initiatives and Referenda.
Alexander Domrin was a visiting 
international professor of law during 
the 2011 fall semester. He is head of the 
department for international programs at 
the pepeliaev Group, the largest Russian 
law firm. since 1993, he has taught at 
numerous major universities in the United 
states and served as a Fulbright Research 
scholar. domrin taught international 
Business transactions and international law Foundations.
Wayne Alley returned to the College 
of law as jurist in residence in august. 
He advises competition teams and 
mentors students. Following his military 
career, in which he attained the rank of 
brigadier general, alley served as dean 
of oU law from 1981 to 1985. in 1985, 
he was nominated and confirmed as a 
judge for the U.s. district Court for the 
western district, where he served until his retirement from the 
bench in 2004.
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	Retirement reception honors three professors
the College of law hosted a faculty retirement 
reception November 9 for three longtime 
professors. two of the honorees, peter krug 
and Robert spector, had officially retired in 
spring 2011, and drew kershen will retire 
at the end of the 2011-12 academic year. 
Faculty, staff and friends attended the event 
in the sneed lounge and Boren atrium. krug, 
spector and kershen are pictured with the 
stone carvings commissioned and presented 
by the College of law to honor their years of 
valued service.
	Anderson receives national teaching award
Faculty honors
owen l. anderson is the 2011 recipient 
of a national teaching award that 
recognizes an outstanding educator 
in natural resources law. the Rocky 
Mountain Mineral law Foundation 
presented anderson with the Clyde o. 
Martz award for excellence in teaching. 
anderson, an oU law faculty member 
since 1992, is the eugene kuntz Chair 
in oil, Gas and Natural Resources and director of the John B. 
turner ll.M. program.
“the entire oU family joins me in congratulating professor 
anderson for receiving this signal national honor,” said oU 
president david l. Boren. “it is a tribute to his national and 
international stature in his field.”
oU College of law dean Joe Harroz said, “professor anderson is 
a treasure. He is an international expert in natural resources law, 
lecturing extensively to audiences worldwide on the topic. He is 
also an invaluable mentor to oU law students pursuing natural 
resources law. professor anderson is an incredible classroom 
teacher who takes the time and initiative to connect students to 
international opportunities. He is very deserving of this award, 
and we are honored to have him on faculty.”
anderson also is a distinguished lecturer for the Centre for 
energy, petroleum and Mineral law and policy at the University 
of dundee in scotland and serves on the ll.M. visiting faculty 
at the University of Melbourne and the University of sydney. 
anderson has authored numerous articles on oil and gas law and 
serves on the board of editors for the Oil and Gas Reporter and 
the Texas Title Standards. a member of the oklahoma, texas and 
North dakota bars, he serves as a Commissioner for the National 
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform state laws and is a 
member of the american law institute. in addition, he is a trustee 
of both the energy Mineral law Foundation and Rocky Mountain 
Mineral law Foundations; a member of the international oil 
and Gas educational Center advisory Board of the Center for 
american and international law in dallas; and a member of the 
association of international petroleum Negotiators.
established in 1993, the Clyde o. Martz award for excellence in 
teaching is named after a founding father and eighth president 
of the Rocky Mountain Mineral law Foundation, who served 
as the solicitor of the U.s. department of the interior during 
the Carter administration and as assistant attorney general in 
charge of the lands and Resources division of the department 
of the interior during the Johnson administration. He was a 
partner in the law firm of davis, Graham & stubbs in denver and 
a teacher of natural resources law at the University of Colorado. 
He authored a casebook that pioneered the teaching of the law 
of natural resources, and he served as editor-in-chief of the first 
edition of the American Law of Mining.
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	Oklahoma Higher Education Hall of Fame inducts Swank
professor david swank joined an elite group of 
individuals recognized for their contributions 
to higher education in oklahoma when he 
was inducted into the oklahoma Higher 
education Hall of Fame in october. started 
in 1994 by the oklahoma Higher education 
Heritage society, the Hall of Fame recognizes 
outstanding men and women (living and 
deceased) who have excelled in higher 
education and encouraged others to contribute 
to the economic development and quality of 
life in oklahoma. the Hall of Fame inducts 
individuals who have been employed by one 
or more of oklahoma’s institutions of higher 
education for 10 years or more.
swank joined the University of oklahoma in 
1963 and has served as legal counsel, professor 
of law, associate dean, dean of the College of 
law, director of the law Center, and interim 
president. in addition, he was the university 
faculty representative to the National Collegiate 
athletic association and the Big eight Conference 
and was vice president of the NCaa for seven 
years. He also served on the NCaa executive 
Committee and in 1991 and was named to the 
NCaa Committee on infractions, on which he 
served a total of nine years, seven as chairman.
professor david swank with Chancellor Glen Johnson ('79), left, and dr. earl Mitchell, president of the 
oklahoma Higher education Heritage society
professor swank enjoys the reception with his wife, ann, and daughter, ami.
Photos by Kellie Driscoll
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	Forman completes fellowship in Australia
	Oklahoma Bar Association honors Spector
Robert G. spector received the Maurice Merrill Golden quill award for his article 
titled “Children and divorce: a 31-year Retrospective,” which appeared in the 
august 6, 2011, issue of The Oklahoma Bar Journal. 
a noted authority on family law, spector has authored a myriad of books and 
articles on the topic. during his career, he has been a frequent lecturer at events 
across the nation and internationally.
spector has taught Family law, Children and the law, Conflict of laws, evidence 
and Child abuse and Neglect. in addition to his teaching duties, he has served 
as the reporter for the Uniform Child Custody Jurisdiction and enforcement 
act and the Family law Joint editorial Board for the National Conference of 
Commissioners on Uniform state laws. 
He was a member of the governing council of the american Bar association’s 
Family law section for 10 years. spector also chaired the committee on marital 
torts and served as vice chair of the law school Curriculum Committee. He is a 
member of the american law institute.
spector received the Chair’s award from the oBa’s Family law section in 1994 
and 1997 for significant contributions to the development of family law, and in 
1990, was named the outstanding Family law attorney. in 1991, he received the oBa earl sneed award for significant contributions 
to continuing legal education.
Jonathan B. Forman was awarded an abe Greenbaum 
Fellowship by the australian school of taxation and Business 
at the University of New south wales (UNsw) and completed 
a month-long summer research fellowship in sydney, australia. 
Forman, an oU law faculty member since 1985, is the alfred 
p. Murrah professor of law and the author of Making America 
Work (Urban institute press, 2006).
Forman spent most of his fellowship time working with UNsw 
senior lecturer Gordon Mackenzie on a paper and speech. 
“pension Reform: what Can the United states and australia learn 
from each other?” was the title of their completed work. Forman 
also gave a speech for the UNsw Centre for pension studies on 
“an american perspective on optimal Retirement age.”
in addition, Forman spoke on “tax Reform in the United 
states” at the University of sydney school of law and at 
the University of queensland’s t.C. Beirne school of law in 
Brisbane. Forman was also the keynote speaker for a program 
on “work and tax: intersections and Conflicts” at the 
University of Melbourne law school.
the treasury of the australian Government invited Forman to 
present a seminar in Canberra on “an american perspective on 
Not-for-profit tax Concessions.” Forman also met with many other 
australian government officials, including australia’s inspector-
General of taxation and senior executives in the australian 
taxation office. 
deborah Reheard, oBa president, presents the Maurice 
Merrill Golden quill award to Robert spector.
Photo by Jeff Kelton, OBA Communications Specialist
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Joyce palomar taught during the fall semester on a Fulbright 
grant at Beihang University law school in Beijing, China. she 
taught classes on eminent domain, land recordation, and 
real property law and finance. as China continues to adopt 
new laws and regulations in furtherance of its constitutional 
amendment permitting private land use rights, Chinese 
universities have sought the knowledge and experience of 
real property scholars like palomar.
palomar’s experience living 
and working in China 
on this, and a previous 
Fulbright grant, also 
brought an offer for the 
University of oklahoma 
College of law to affiliate 
with four other law schools 
to offer a China law 
summer program in Beijing 
beginning in May 2012. 
in addition to teaching 
regular classes at Beihang 
University law school, 
palomar was invited to speak at peking University law school 
in Beijing on Recent developments in american eminent 
domain law and at east China University of political science 
and law in shanghai on legal education in the United states.
	Palomar teaches in Beijing on Fulbright grant
palomar teaches property, Real estate transactions and Finance, 
and land Use at oU law. she is author of one property law 
textbook and two legal treatises, Title Insurance Law, published 
in 1994, and Patton & Palomar on Land Titles, published in 
2003. Her previous Fulbright grant was in 2002 at east China 
University of political science and law in shanghai. she also has 
spoken at two international conferences in Beijing and published 
two articles in Chinese law journals. additionally, palomar has 
published numerous articles in U.s. law reviews on real property 
law, land titles and title assurance. she is an active member of 
the american College of Real estate lawyers, the american 
College of Mortgage attorneys and american association of 
law schools and has lectured at numerous conferences across 
the country and state. palomar joined the oU College of law 
faculty in 1988.
the Fulbright program was established in 1946 as a vehicle 
for promoting mutual understanding between the people of 
the United states and the people of other countries. Fulbright 
alumni include Nobel and pulitzer prize winners, senators and 
governors, prime ministers and heads of state, ambassadors, 
scientists, artists, supreme Court Justices and corporate Ceos.
the Fulbright program is sponsored by the U.s. department of 
state and administered by the Council for international exchange 
of scholars in washington, d.C. it is primarily funded by an 
annual congressional appropriation. additional funding comes 
from participating governments, host institutions and private 
organizations in the United states and abroad.
professor palomar is pictured with the women who assisted her during her 
semester in Beijing.
Joyce palomar taught in Beijing, China, at Beihang University law school, 
pictured here.
Joyce palomar stands with professor 
lou Jianbo (left), director of the Center 
for Commercial law and professor at 
peking University law school in Beijing, 
and professor li Hao (right), her host at 
Beihang University law school.
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	Five alumni honored at Kuntz Conference
the eugene kuntz Conference on 
Natural Resources law & policy 
was held November 18 at the Cox 
Convention Center in oklahoma 
City. a record-setting 426 people 
attended the annual program, 
which is designed for mineral 
law attorneys and petroleum 
landmen. expert speakers from 
across the country provided 
updates on law and policy in the 
oil and gas industry.
at the conference, the eugene 
kuntz award was presented to five individuals for their valuable work in oil and gas 
law and policy, particularly in oklahoma. the award was established in the early 
1990s to honor eugene kuntz, a former dean and oil and gas law professor at oU as 
well as a national expert on oil and gas law.
Symposiums and colloquiums
Beyond the classroom
	Robertson announces online collection of historical documents
	Four professors participate 
in First Monday Forum
the latest landmark decisions of the U.s. 
supreme Court were reviewed and some 
of the upcoming cases were previewed 
at a public forum held october 3, the 
opening day of the court’s new term. the 
constitutional forum, held in the dick Bell 
Courtroom, was co-sponsored by the oU 
College of law and the institute for the 
american Constitutional Heritage.
 oU law professors Mary sue Backus, 
stephen Henderson, Rick tepker and Joe 
thai participated, along with Justin wert, 
iaCH faculty member.
winners of the 2011 eugene kuntz award are phillip 
Hart (‘60), Henry Hood (’85), lyndon taylor (’84), Mark 
Christiansen (’80) and R. Clark Musser (’70).
lindsay Robertson announced the 
launch of an extensive online collection 
of historical documents related to the 
foundational supreme Court decision 
divesting Native americans of their 
ownership interest in the North american 
continent. the announcement, made 
on october 7, was part of Robertson’s 
presentation at a symposium at the 
smithsonian National Museum of the american indian discussing 
the United states courts’ use of history to shape Native law 
jurisprudence.
the “United illinois and wabash land Companies Collection” 
consists of 263 original manuscripts, five hand-drawn maps 
and seven published documents related to the companies’ 
efforts to acquire title to indian lands during the period from 
1775 to 1823. these efforts culminated in the supreme Court’s 
landmark 1823 decision in Johnson v. M’Intosh divesting Native 
americans of title to their lands.
the papers informed Robertson’s award-winning book, Conquest 
by Law: How the Discovery of America Dispossessed Indigenous 
Peoples of Their Lands (oxford University press, 2005). Jasper 
Brinton, great-great-great grandson of John Hill Brinton, who 
served as the companies’ secretary from 1805 to 1823, entrusted 
the papers to the donald e. pray law library, which digitized them 
to make them available to scholars worldwide.
“it gives us living Brintons great pleasure to know that, after 
all these years, our grandfather’s interest and care devoted to 
the illinois and wabash documents have proven instrumental 
and useful toward clarifying the inalienable rights of Native 
americans,” Brinton said. “our thanks and gratitude to lindsay 
G. Robertson, who unearthed and understood the historical 
significance these papers held, and continue to hold, for all those 
involved in the course of fairness and justice.”
the public may access the collection online through the oU law 
digital Collections at http://digital.libraries.ou.edu/iwlC/.
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Published 
Owen Anderson wrote “lord Coke, the Restatement, and 
Modern subsurface trespass law” in the Texas Journal of Oil, 
Gas, and Energy Law, vol. 6, No. 2.
taiawagi helton published “indigenous and tribal peoples’ 
Rights over their ancestral lands and Natural Resources: 
Norms and Jurisprudence of their inter-american Human Rights 
system” in the American Indian Law Review, vol. 35, No. 2.
Drew Kershen co-published three opinion pieces, “innovation 
arrested by the law of Unintended Consequences” on  
Forbes.com March 30, 2011; “epa Biotech Regulation Bucks the 
scientific Consensus” on Forbes.com July 6, 2011; and “a label 
we don’t Need” in Nature Biotechnology November 8, 2011.
brian McCall authored “the Corporation as imperfect society” 
in The Delaware Journal of Corporate Law, vol. 36, No. 2.
emily Meazell published "deference and dialogue in 
administrative law" in the Columbia Law Review, vol. iii, 
No. 8 and will publish “presidential Control, expertise and 
the deference dilemma” in a forthcoming issue of Duke Law 
Journal.
Michael Scaperlanda wrote “secular Not secularist america” 
in Campbell Law Review, vol. 33, No. 3. 
robert g. Spector published articles in Family Law Quarterly, 
The International Lawyer, Oklahoma Law Review, The Oklahoma 
Bar Journal and Yearbook of Private International Law.
owen anderson taiawagi Helton drew kershen Brian McCall
at the podium 
randy Coyne spoke at Northern illinois University College of 
law october 5 on “Representing the Unpopular Client.”
Steven gensler spoke at seattle University law school 
september 16 during a symposium, “25th anniversary of 
the summary Judgment trilogy: Reflections on summary 
Judgment.” His presentation was titled “summary Judgment: 
the Newest Frontier for Case Management.”
Gensler presented at the 44th transferee Judges’ Conference 
october 16. the conference was held by the Judicial panel on 
Multidistrict litigation for federal court judges handling Mdl 
cases. He was joined by the Honorable lee H. Rosenthal (s.d. 
tex.) in presenting “discovery after iqbal: where do we Go 
From Here?” 
Gensler participated in a symposium, “Facebook and the 
law,” at the University of arkansas (Fayetteville) school of law 
November 4. His presentation was titled “social Media and 
discovery: another Reason for Reform?”
Stephen henderson spoke November 4 at a symposium at 
the widener University school of law in wilmington, delaware, 
regarding the search warrants and computer searches in the child 
abuse prosecution of delaware pediatrician earl Bradley.
Henderson also presented a day-long training in November for 
staff of Match.com in dallas.
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Drew Kershen delivered six presentations, “the illinois 
River litigation – water law implications extra large?” to 
the oklahoma City association of petroleum lease and title 
analysts on June 16 and the oklahoma City Real property 
lawyers association on september 9; “well exemption 
litigation in the west: implications for oklahoma Groundwater 
law” at the third annual oklahoma water law Conference 
on May 6; “oklahoma Comprehensive water plan (oCwp) 
2011 and agriculture” for an oklahoma Bar association ag-
Futures Cle on october 6; “animals and water in oklahoma 
agriculture” at the oklahoma Farm Bureau Fall Convention on 
November 13; “ethics for landmen and lawyers” at the eugene 
kuntz Conference on Natural Resources law & policy held 
November 18; “vatican adventure: the pontifical academy of 
science Conference on agricultural Biotechnology May 2009” 
for Morning with the professors, at oU’s osher learning Center 
on december 6.
brian McCall participated in a panel discussion, “the essential 
augustine for 21st Century lawyers and law professors,” at 
the sixth annual Conference on Catholic legal thought, held in 
May at the oU College of law.
emily Meazell presented “dread Risks, Formal procedures, and 
stakeholder engagement” at the second annual Colloquium 
on environmental scholarship at vermont law school, south 
Royalton, vermont, september 23.
Lindsay robertson testified before the U.s. senate Committee 
on indian affairs June 9 about implementing the U.N. 
declaration on the Rights of indigenous peoples.
Robertson presented “the tortured History of the discovery 
doctrine in the Marshall Court” at the eighth annual 
Haudenosaunee Conference at syracuse University College of 
law, held November 18. 
Professional service 
Stephen henderson met october 29 with the american 
Bar association Criminal Justice section Council, which voted 
in favor of a new set of Criminal Justice standards, “law 
enforcement access to third party Records.” He serves as 
reporter for the task Force that developed the standards.
Stephen henderson and Joe thai continue to develop 
Crimprof Multimedia, an online teaching resource for criminal 
law and procedure professors. the site currently is used by more 
than 300 U.s. professors. the launch of an updated version is 
planned for summer 2012.
Michael Scaperlanda serves on the editorial advisory board for 
the Journal of Christian Legal Thought, published by the institute 
for Christian legal studies and sponsored by the Christian legal 
society and Regent University school of law. 
Michael scaperlanda Robert G. spector Randy Coyneemily Meazell
robert g. Spector was one of five faculty members chosen for 
the aspen institute law and Justice program, held in New york 
June 14 and december 7. He discussed the role of international law 
in state courts with two groups of state supreme court justices.
Joe thai attended the 2011 law and society Conference in san 
Francisco in June 2011 and participated in a panel discussion, 
“designing and teaching Courses on the U.s. supreme Court: 
strategies and objectives for different audiences.”
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Quoted 
Owen Anderson was quoted october 13, 2011, on  
FoxBusiness.com in a story discussing the probable reaction 
of oil-service contractors to the issuance of oil spill citations to 
two contractors, along with the operator, in the deepwater 
Horizon oil spill. “They will probably review their contracts,” said 
Owen Anderson, a professor of law specializing in energy at the 
University of Oklahoma. “When oil prices are high and there’s lots 
of activity, service contractors can drive a very hard bargain.” 
randy Coyne was quoted in a May 27, 2011, article in The 
Wall Street Journal about the Jerome ersland murder conviction. 
“The main question before the jury was whether Mr. Parker still 
represented a threat after the first shot. Under Oklahoma law, 
the right to use deadly force ends as soon as the menace has 
passed,” said Randy Coyne, a law professor at the University of 
Oklahoma.
Coyne also was quoted in The Joplin Globe in a November 
12, 2011, story concerning an ottawa County judge’s order 
dismissing a case due to double jeopardy. prosecutors had 
dismissed the original case when one of their witnesses was not 
allowed to testify due to a violation of the rule of sequestration. 
Randall Coyne, a professor of law at the University of Oklahoma 
College of Law, said it’s rare for double jeopardy to prevent a 
second attempt at prosecution, but it does happen. “He (the 
accused) is placed in jeopardy in a jury trial the moment a jury is 
sworn,” Coyne said. “That doesn’t mean the prosecution has to 
complete the trial.”
taiawagi helton was quoted in an august 2011 associated 
press article as part of a legislative panel discussing oklahoma 
water rights. the ap article was picked up by multiple media 
outlets in the region. “I would encourage both sides to 
negotiate,” Helton said. “The tribes have a strong argument that 
they have a right to a substantial amount of water, but it would 
take years of litigation to determine what those rights are. In 
the meantime, we would have an incredible amount of conflict 
between neighbors; we would spend an immense amount of 
money on litigation; and we would delay development in ways 
that would do no good for anyone. All the while, the ground is 
getting drier under our feet.” 
Drew Kershen was quoted in the salem, oregon, Capital 
Press on september 2, 2011, concerning a lawsuit in federal 
court in which a biotechnology company was seeking to force 
a global grain company to buy a new variety of transgenic 
corn by invoking the 1916 U.s. warehouse act, which 
requires grain elevators to treat storage-seeking farmers in a 
fair and reasonable manner. the case could have important 
consequences for genetic engineering in agriculture. “It appears 
Syngenta is trying to break new ground with its legal strategy in 
the case,” said Drew Kershen, a law professor at the University 
of Oklahoma who has studied U.S. Warehouse Act litigation 
for roughly two decades. “Nobody knows how this would be 
interpreted in a particular fact pattern,” Kershen said. “As far as 
I know, none of the anti-discrimination principles have ever been 
cited…My guess would be the anti-discrimination laws have 
hardly ever been used at the state level as well.”
lindsay Robertson Joe thaisteven Gensler steven Henderson
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emily Meazell’s article “super deference, the science 
obsession, and Judicial Review as translation of agency 
science” in Michigan Law Review, vol. 109, No. 5, was cited 
multiple times in testimony during a hearing May 31, 2011, 
before the U.s. House of Representatives subcommittee on 
Courts, Commercial and administrative law.
David Swank was quoted in an august 2011 associated press 
article about the University of Miami football scandal. the article 
was carried in media markets from coast to coast. “In the nine 
years I served on the (NCAA) Committee on Infractions, I never 
saw another one that was even close to what occurred in the 
SMU case,” said University of Oklahoma law professor David 
Swank, a former NCAA vice president. “In that case you had the 
involvement of basically members of the board of trustees and 
the regents,” he said. “And it was repeat violations which made 
it a very serious case.”
swank’s NCaa experience was again relied upon in an october 
31, 2011, article in The Manhattan Mercury about allegations 
that surfaced in litigation involving a former kansas state 
basketball player turned pro and his former agent. the player 
alleged the agent arranged for a third party to pay some of his 
mother’s living expenses during the time he played at kansas 
state, but that he had no knowledge of that arrangement until 
after he turned pro. “A lot of it’s going to turn on the student-
athlete’s knowledge.” Having said that, though, Swank also said 
“when you have an agent paying a parent, you’re going to have 
a hard time avoiding a violation of some kind.”
swank was contacted again in November when it was revealed 
the NCaa would conduct its own investigation into the penn 
state sexual abuse scandal to determine if its rules were violated. 
a story that appeared November 23, 2011, on insideHighered.
On the air waves 
randy Coyne was a guest on “patt Morrison” on los angeles-
based public radio on May 27, 2011, and was interviewed about 
the Jerome ersland murder conviction.
Coyne also appeared on MsNBC’s “NewsNation” on June 1, 
2011, speaking about the ersland conviction. 
Coyne was interviewed in May 2011 by a New york City-based 
reporter with Fuji tv, a cable network that broadcasts in Japan 
and major U.s. cities. Coyne discussed oklahoma criminal law 
and specifically, the felony murder law.
Joe thai appeared as a guest on oeta’s “oklahoma Forum” 
september 18, 2011, to speak about key cases from the last 
term of the U.s. supreme Court.
Cheryl Wattley appeared on “the verdict” May 29, 2011, to 
discuss pros For africa and the international Human Rights Clinic.
david swank Cheryl wattley
com said the NCaa action is without precedent and included a 
statement from another former chair of the NCaa Committee 
on infractions in which she indicated she was not comfortable 
“stretching NCaa bylaws” in this way. Adds another former 
infractions committee chair, David L. Swank of the University of 
Oklahoma’s law school: “If you step across this line, where do you 
stop? Is it only criminal activity involving coaches? Administrators? 
Students? You’ve crossed the Rubicon, and where do you end 
up? If the NCAA wants to examine places where there have been 
criminal violations, they're really plowing new ground if there's no 
specific NCAA rule that's been violated."
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i was honored to join the oU College of 
law staff in august, and i have 
thoroughly enjoyed meeting and 
working with our alumni, near and far. 
i look forward to meeting many more 
alumni in 2012. 
as the cost of a legal education 
continues to increase, private financial 
support for student scholarships has become even more critical. 
we cannot thank our donors enough for their continued 
support. it has been a year since we first introduced our new 
annual giving societies, and i am excited to share that we have 
exceeded our first-year goals. the dean’s leadership Circle has 
26 members to-date. the dean's second Century scholarship 
society has 29 members. we are well on our way to having 100 
giving society members in the next three years. 
as oU law continues to grow and develop, our faculty and staff 
are working hard to create new ways for alumni to engage 
with the university and our students. you are welcome to visit 
the campus anytime, and contact me at (405) 325-8861 or 
sheridankay@ou.edu if i can ever be of assistance to you. 
thank you again for supporting our annual giving endeavors. we 
look forward to continued success. 
Most sincerely, 
Sheridan Samples haynes (’11) 
director 
alumni affairs and development
Second Century Scholarship Society
Ronald e. abramson
Nathan aduddell
owen l. anderson 
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as the University of oklahoma College of law enters its second century, College leaders are building upon oU law’s generations of 
excellence, ensuring the College thrives as a great public law school and continues to train outstanding lawyers who will serve the 
state and society.
achieving these objectives requires private support to ensure a quality education and assist students with financial needs. Major 
endowment gifts are important, but a strong annual giving program is vital. annual giving provides immediate support for the 
College of law and its students each year. oU law has established two giving societies – the dean’s leadership Circle and the 
second Century scholarship society – to pave the way for future successes.
the Second Century Scholarship Society 
Members of this giving society will make a three-year annual 
commitment of $1,500 to the College of law. this fund provides 
annual scholarships and will be fully expended each year, 
having an immediate impact on students. these scholarships, 
in addition to those provided by endowed scholarship funds 
presently available to the College of law, will directly affect and 
make a difference in the lives of our students.
 about two-thirds of oU law students take out loans to pay for 
their legal education, which increasingly affects choices they 
make upon graduation, including steering students away from 
careers in public service or government.
 “as we enter our second century, there has never been a time 
of greater opportunity,” said dean Joe Harroz. “Building upon 
the successes of dean emeritus andrew Coats, we are poised 
to fulfill the mission of being one of the great state flagship 
colleges of law. with your help, we will provide a national 
caliber legal education while providing access and opportunity 
for those who aspire to service under the law.”
	About OU Law's giving societies
the Dean’s Leadership Circle
this is a key group of exceptionally committed leaders who have 
made a three-year annual commitment of $5,000 to the College 
of law. Critical to the goal of maintaining and enhancing the 
quality of a legal education from oU law, this giving society 
offers the dean resources to take advantage of exciting 
opportunities for faculty and students and to support innovative 
programs to further enrich the oU legal education. 
the dean’s leadership Circle fund will be available to:
•  send members of oU’s legal teams to annual competitions
•  develop global programs like the international Human  
Rights Clinic
•  Bring in guest lecturers who can provide a unique legal 
perspective for oU law students
•  provide special recruitment awards to help oU law attract  
top students
•  provide fellowships to allow oU law students to work for 
public interest organizations
•  provide faculty awards designed to help oU law attract, 
retain and reward outstanding professors
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John G. abbamondi 
Meghan o. abele 
Charles d. ablard
Ronald e. abramson 
luke adams 
alex H. adkins 
edward R. adwon 
Joe adwon 
Robert H. alexander, Jr. 
wayne e. alley 
Monica a. amis-wittrock 
anadarko petroleum Corporation 
owen l. anderson 
andrews & kurth llp 
Jennifer annis 
Richard J. ansson, Jr. 
J. stewart arthurs 
Jennifer d. ary-Hogue 
Cynthia F. ashwood 
at&t 
Charles N. atkins 
Mary sue Backus 
timothy M. Ballard 
elizabeth t. Bangs 
steven l. Barghols 
Mary lou Barnes 
Ronald M. Barnes 
Brenda J. Barnes 
Rachel a. Barnes 
John Barnes 
steven e. Barnes 
susan Barnes 
tammy d. Barrett 
thomas M. Bartheld 
paige s. Bass 
stephanie Bates 
Gary e. Beadles 
lawrence Bellatti 
Ben t. Benedum 
Benedum & Benedum 
Howard k. Berry, Jr. 
Roberta a. Bertoch 
david l. Black 
donna Nix Blakley
elizabeth w. Blankenship 
Jap w. Blankenship 
stephen s. Boaz 
Fred l. Boettcher 
Jolie l. Boke 
kaye l. Boll 
George a. Boll 
william M. Bonnell 
william M. Bonney 
Robert J. Booth, ii 
william l. Borden, Jr.
ann M. Borden 
Robert s. Boughner 
Reagan e. Bradford 
keri M. Bradford 
Robert M. Bramlett, Jr. 
Nicollette-leigh Brandt 
John C. Brannan, Jr. 
Jaycile l. Brannan 
leroy Bridges 
Mark e. Bright 
B. J. Brockett 
Randy e. Brogdon 
linda B. Brogdon 
Mary B. Brooke 
thomas w. Brown 
l. vance Brown 
sarah Z. Brown 
Bruce w. Robinett, pC 
donald a. Bullard 
Harold M. Bullard 
Bullard associates 
Jonathan w. Burch 
thomas J. Burke 
todd R. Burlie 
leanne t. Burnett 
Heiko e. Burow 
sean Burrage 
Michael Burrage
Gary M. Bush 
shelby J. Bush 
david C. Butler 
Bernest Cain, Jr. 
dennis C. Cameron 
Robin w. Campbell 
John G. Canavan, Jr. 
Ginny B. Carl 
Natalie J. Carlgren 
david w. Carlson 
Craig a. Carpenter 
Richard M. Carson 
Glenn d. Carter 
Julie k. Carter 
Jill Cassady 
Robin J. Cauthron 
Judith a. Cawthon 
C.d. Northcutt Revocable trust 
allison Beall Chandler 
Ruth a. Chapman 
timothy N. Cheek 
Cheek & Falcone pllC 
Chesapeake operating inc. 
Jackye k. Choate 
Ben p. Choate, Jr. 
david B. Christofferson 
Cimarex energy Co. 
amanda l. Clark 
John a. Claro 
John J. Coates, Jr. 
andrew M. Coats 
patricia a. Coker 
John R. Colbert 
Charles d. Coleman 
karen Collier 
John R. Collins 
angela G. Collins 
patrick Collogan 
Carolyn s. Connell 
patricia a. Connery 
Conocophillips Company 
Rodney l. Cook 
Robert C. Copeland 
Cornerstone Christian Church 
dean a. Couch 
Joseph B. Couch 
Randall t. Coyne 
Milton C. Craig 
Mary l. Crotty 
Crowe & dunlevy 
Crowe & dunlevy Foundation inc. 
lisa a. Cummings 
Rochelle t. Curley 
Mark w. Curnutte 
Jenny dakil 
Charles e. daniels 
J. C. daugherty 
Frank w. davis 
don C. davis 
Michael J. davis 
don davis 
lori ann day 
thomas B. deal 
Michael d. deBerry 
John a. del Buono 
Barbara R. del Buono 
Curtis l. delapp 
lee anne delapp 
Michelin a. delier 
thank you to our donors 
Gifts received January 1, 2011 – November 15, 2011
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Gary w. derrick 
devon energy Corporation 
Frank s. di Grappa 
Jerry dickman
dee dinger 
Brent and Jodi dishman 
karen l. dixon 
david l. dobie 
Nancy k. dobson 
Margaret e. doty 
Clifford C. dougherty, iii 
dow lohnes pllC 
Martina dowell 
B. lynne driver 
paul w. dudman 
paul C. duncan, Jr. 
linda k. dunlap 
Marilyn edens 
Mark l. edwards 
John H. edwards, iii 
patti J. elder 
Herbert e. elias, Jr. 
elias & Hjelm pC 




ernst & young Foundation 
estate of John C. alexander 
william F. estes 
avram s. eule 
Christa evans 
stanley l. evans 
ann ewing 
Catharine v. ewing 
exxonMobil Foundation 
Curtis s. Fallgatter 
Fallgatter Farmand & Catlin pa 
Fellers, snider, Blankenship,  
Bailey & tippens pC
Michael C. Felty 
elliott C. Fenton 
william a. Fiasco 
sharon M. Fiasco 
pratixa p. Filinto 
John R. Finley
John F. Fischer, ii 
lee a. Fisher 
Ronnie p. Fisher 
patrick w. Fitzgerald 
Robert a. Flagler 
daniel t. Foley 
James d. Foliart 
Michael t. Folks 
Michael R. Ford 
Jonathan B. Forman 
John e. Forsyth 
darin k. Fox 
kent F. Frates 
kalyn Free 
Josephine w. Freede 
stephen p. Friot 
samuel R. Fulkerson 
lauren l. Fuller 
G.k. and v.a. Hornung Family 
Foundation inc.
John a. Gaberino, Jr. 
GableGotwals 
alexis Galindo 
Christopher G. Gallavan 
Robert l. Garbrecht 
linda Gardner 
sally Garrison 
Robert C. Gates 
karyne G. Gates 
edmond F. Geary, Jr. 
Gerald e kelley llC 
arch B. Gilbert 
Jack p. Gilchrist 
Fred a. Gipson 
Fred a. Glassco 
Richard J. Gore 
Rebecca J. Gore
James l. Gore
Ginny J. Goresen 
Grail & tucker legal publishing 
Bevan J. Graybill 
Gerald p. Green
John a. Grissom, Jr. 
sidney M. Groom, Jr. 
karen Gross 
John p. Grunsted 
patricia e. Guest 
katheleen R. Guzman 
H. e. Rainbolt trust 
tessa l. Hager 
Cara M. Hair 
dawn d. Hallman 
Matthew w. Hamilton 
Robin l. Hamilton-Folks 
dorothy R. Hammond 
James Hampton
v. Burns Hargis 
yvette Harjo 
Richard o. Harkins 
Reta F. Harkins 
Joel w. Harmon 
Harold Heath law offices pC 
	OU Law Society: 
An organization of alumni and friends
the oU law society keeps alumni connected to both the 
university and each other. in addition to supporting oU 
law both financially and academically, the society hosts 
happy hours, networking events and luncheons featuring 
speakers from within the community. Members will also 
be invited to special College of law alumni events. 
giving back
private funding allows the College of law to develop new 
and exciting initiatives that give our students exceptional 
educational opportunities. it also gives the College of 
law an opportunity to assist with the financial burden 
placed on students. 
Campus involvement
Members of the oU law society have an active presence 
on campus, allowing students the opportunity to 
connect with alumni and demonstrating to students the 
importance of staying involved. in addition, the society 
provides encouragement to students during finals and 
graduating third-year students in their transition from 
students to alumni.
Join OU Law Society
annual membership fees for recent graduates (three 
years or less) is $50 and $150 for all other alumni. For 
more information and to join the oU law society, you 
may contact us by calling (405) 325-8861 or emailing 
alumni@law.ou.edu. please visit our website at  
www.law.edu/alumni.
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eddie Harper 
Mallory l. Harrell 
John C. Harrington, Jr. 
allen k. Harris 
John C. Harrison 
Joseph Harroz, Jr. 
Joseph Harroz 
Jeffrey d. Hassell 
sheridan k. Haynes 
Harold e. Heath 
Gregory M. Heiser 
Holly k. Hemphill 
taylor Hendersen 
stephen e. Henderson 
Robert H. Henry 
Bryce M. Herkert 
Margaret Hess 
James H. Hiatt 
edward J. Hicks, iii 
Christina M. Hiersche 
G. p. J. Hightower 
laird w. Hightower 
Charles l. Hirlinger 
karl F. Hirsch 
d. Michael Hisey 
Ralph B. Hodges 
david w. Holden 
steven a. Holland 
laura l. Holmes 
Jerome a. Holmes 
Henry and laura Hood 
Gerald k. Hornung, ii 
Charles t. Hoskin 
Mark B. Houts 
Martin Howell 
t. p. Howell 
Carol a. Huddle 
Robert l. Huddle 
John C. Hudson 
Jason l. Huff 
Charlotte a. Hughart 
david d. Hunt, ii 
sean s. Hunt 
william d. Huser 
thomas J. Hutchison 
idabel National Bank 
inasmuch Foundation 
Joanne ingle 
inglish & Gaither pC 
Jerry dickman inc. 
t. lance Jackson 
Joel Jankowsky 
lawrence Janow 
Macy F. Jensen 
Melanie J. Jester 
wayne Jett 
sharon C. Jett 
patti Jett 
Joel and Carol Jankowsky Fund 
Glen d. Johnson, Jr. 
Jan Grant Johnson 
Jay B. Johnson 
kent s. Johnson 
yolanda k. Johnson 
Roger l. Johnston 
kenneth R. Johnston 
wes Johnston 
John o. Jones 
Randle G. Jones 
laurie w. Jones 
Jones, Gotcher & Bogan 
kalyn Free pC 
Raymond J. kane 
yvonne kauger 
suzanne R. kee 
Christopher B. keim 
Jerry e. kelley 
drew l. kershen 
Carl and pam ketner 
pamela k. ketner 
lori a. ketner 
eric R. king 
linda a. king 
Carissa C. king 
david l. kinney 
Jonna d. kirschner 
Christopher J. kirt 
Joni k. kleinschmidt 
kathleen a. knight 
david w. knight 
tim s. knight
Jake krattiger 
donald J. kyte 
anthony M. laizure 
James F. lane 
law offices of kent s. Johnson pC 
vi t. le 
Cornelius leader 
Richard J. lee 
donald H. lees 
Joe C. lewallen, Jr. 
diane lewis 
patranell B. lewis 
Jeffrey e. lewis 
paul B. lindsey 
laura l. loomis 
Betty p. loop 
Ben loring 
Helen l. love 
timothy a. lucas 
orlene l. lucas 
laurence d. lucas 
dee ann lyon 
John M. Mabrey 
scott p. Mabrey 
shannon k. Macko 
Gregory l. Mahaffey 
shari Main 
david l. Maloney 
Robert p. Markman 
Mart tisdal pC 
Mass Mutual 
Judith l. Maute 
elizabeth F. Maxfield 
Michael d. May 
Brittany l. Mayes 
sandra l. Mayhall 
Michael C. Mayhall 
Mcafee & taft pC 
douglas C. McBee 
Rachel k. McCombs 
John F. McCormick, Jr. 
Caleb McCoy 
amy M. McCurtain 
kerry R. Mceniry 
Robert J. Mckibbin 
kenneth N. Mckinney 
Robert M. Mcleod 
Joe B. McMillin, Jr. 
timothy d. McMurtrie 
william J. McNichols 
denver w. Meacham, ii 
aaron F. Meek 
sarah e. Meiring 
Gordon R. Melson 
sara C. Mercer 
william w. Metcalf 
Michael a. Rubenstein pC 
Michelin a. delier pC 
paul B. Middleton 
Mike Miers 
Robert J. Mildfelt 
Fred H. Miller 
Floyd Miller, Jr. 
Brad Miller 
Jack Mills 
Brent and leah Mills 
e. Bay Mitchell, iii 
Robert l. Mitchell 
edward H. Moler 
C. suzanne Mollison 
Martin p. Moltz 
paula B. Moore 
lynnwood R. Moore, Jr. 
Bobbie a. Moore 
Jason k. Moore 
Morgan stanley 
patricia a. Morris 
linda G. Morrissey 
James H. Morton 
Z. Faye Martin Morton 
lucas J. Munson 
donald H. Murphy 
polly Murphy 
James e. Murphy 
william J. Musseman, Jr. 
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Rania a. Nasreddine 
Jorge H. Nassar 
Neel, Hooper & Banes pC 
william w. Nelson 
elizabeth J. Nevitt 
New dominion, llC 
Robert R. Nigh, Jr. 
Carole a. Nikkel 
alfred R. Nolting 
Norfolk southern Corporation 
trust account 
Norfolk southern Foundation 
John w. Norman 
John B. Norman 
Raymond d. North 
C. d. Northcutt 
R. Marc Nuttle 
Charles N. Nye 
katharine C. oakley 
Mary C. odor 
oGe energy Corp. Foundation inc. 
pat o’Hara 
oklahoma Bar association 
oklahoma Bar Foundation inc. 
oklahoma City Community 
Foundation inc. 
Julie a. osborn 
susan H. oswalt 
oU law Class of 1981 
amy padgett 
pam l. palmer 
david w. parham 
Major w. park, Jr. 
Marie parkinson 
amy s. pepper 
John R. pettifer 
lora M. pfeffer 
t. Ray phillips, iv 
w. devier pierson, Jr. 
david a. poarch, Jr. 
tracy a. poole 
Betty w. powell 
 linda a. powell 
Janet B. price 
stuart price 
Carolyn prime 
pros For africa 
al pugh 
tamara s. pullin 
Michael M. purcell 
kelsey l. quillian 
RCB Bank 
R. Marc Nuttle Companies 
stuart a. Rains 
Rains law Firm 
John w. Raley, Jr. 
douglas M. Rather 
Glenn w. Rawdon 
stephen w. Ray 
Raytheon 
david C. Rex 
Jason B. Reynolds 
Horace G. Rhodes 
karen s. Rieger 
Ron Ripley 
terry Ripley 
ernest d. Roark, iii 
theodore p. Roberts 
Rob F. Robertson 
Bruce w. Robinett 
william J. Robinson 
Reid e. Robison 
paul G. Rose 
Helga Rose 
william J. Ross 
Robert J. Ross 
Michael a. Rubenstein 
daron a. Rudy 
david l. Russell 
susan k. sampson 
samuel l. talley attorney pC 
paul t. sands, Jr. 
Jack H. santee 
R. scott savage 
Cheryl G. saxon 
Michael a. scaperlanda 
Bonnie J. schomp 
Heather scott 
Frank H. seay 
sheila J. sewell 
Randel C. shadid 
edwin J. shapard 
sandra s. shapard 
donald R. shaw 
arthur J. shultz 
Judy shultz 
patricia C. simms 
Julianne C. simpson 
timothy s. sinnott 
thomas R. slaten 
Ronald M. smith 
david l. smith 
Romy d. smith 
Joshua d. smith 
Christopher d. snow 
Ronald e. stakem 
Gerald G. stamper 
dulaney G. steer 
M. M. steig 
Regina C. stephenson 
leasa M. stewart 
Michael a. stewart 
lee G. stilwell 
sheila d. stinson 
Clifford o. stone, Jr. 
scott w. stone 
C. Brett stone 
Rennard J. strickland
N. Martin stringer 
stringer Family Foundation 
Julia a. strong 
patrick d. sullivan 
Julia summers 
Greg e. summy 
Cullen d. sweeney 
samuel l. talley 
Gary a. taylor 
steven w. taylor 
James a. taylor 
Melissa taylor 
Robin e. taylor 
Harry F. tepker, Jr. 
timothy a. terry 
Joseph thai 
the dobie Family trust 
the Hood Family Charitable 
Foundation 
the John w. and Cecelia a. 
Norman Family Foundation 
the linda Mitchell price 
Charitable Foundation inc.
the lou and Connie Miller 
Charitable Foundation 
the samuel Roberts Noble 
Foundation inc.
Curtis J. thomas 
Ralph G. thompson 
Gary l. thompson 
terry w. tippens 
Mart tisdal 
Nona towery 
Rex k. travis 
william e. tucker 
Michele l. tunnell 
Michael d. tupper 
Jennifer a. tupps 
John B. turner 
Glea tutwiler 
University of oklahoma  
Foundation inc. 
Bret a. Unterschuetz 
Jordan vandiver 
Carson H. varner, Jr. 
paul M. vassar 
John s. veazey 
william p. velie 
linda s. vestring 
viersen oil & Gas Co. 
Jeffrey B. virgin 
kimberly a. vojvoda 
Matthew d. von tungeln 
william t. walker 
kay B. walker 
Carlita walters
stanley M. ward 
Jean M. warren 
dean e. warren 
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	Whitten and Burrage gift creates  
David L. Boren and Molly Shi Boren  
Public Service Fellowship 
thank you to Reggie whitten and Michael Burrage, of 
whitten Burrage law in oklahoma City, who recently 
made a donation to establish the david l. Boren and 
Molly shi Boren public service Fellowship, a summer 
fellowship endowment for students. this endowment will 
be used to support students pursuing public interest work 
during the summer. the fellowship was named to honor 
the Borens' extensive service to the state and nation
Other public interest fellowships 
Cindy Foley Memorial indigent defense Fellowship 
Marjorie p. Maute Memorial public service Fellowship 
Coats Fellowship for summer public service
H. B. watson, Jr. 
elizabeth a. webb 
Ronald d. webster 
Jared R. weir 
allen J. welch 
steven R. welch 
kelley l. wells 
wells Fargo Foundation 
anita e. wertz 




leo H. whinery 
doris whinery 
lynn a. white 
Janice M. white 
Reginald N. whitten 
wilburn & Masterson 
Gary B. wilcox 
alan l. will 
william velie attorney at law pllC 
Joanne l. williams 
williams production Mid-Continent Company
williams, Box, Forshee & Bullard pC 
Jeffrey s. willis 
Nancy H. wilson 
donald l. wilson 
Mickey d. wilson 
Cassie wilson 
susan e. wilson 
Margarita J. wilson 
Richard M. wintory 
wolters kluwer law & Business 
don e. wood 
duane a. woodliff 
patrick wyrick 
eileen B. young 
John M. young 
Marilyn a. young 
young law office pllC 
C. Michael Zacharias 
James l. Zahorsky 
Michael BurrageReggie whitten
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donors funding scholarships and awards 
thank you to all alumni, friends and donors who have supported the following 
scholarships and awards that make a difference in the lives of our students.
Cole e. adwon Memorial scholarship
american association for Justice Moot Court Competition awards
american Bar association Client Counseling Competition
anadarko petroleum Corporation scholarship
Henry kent anderson Human services award
william R. Bandy Memorial scholarship
Beadles law scholarship
kelly Beardslee Criminal defense award
Black law student association scholarship Fund
s. t. Bledsoe Memorial scholarship
Board of advocates First year Moot Court Competition awards
david Boren and Molly shi Boren public service Fellowship
John a. Brett and Robert d. Hudson Memorial scholarship
william l. Bruce scholarship
H.a. and Mary k. Chapman scholarship 
John B. Cheadle Memorial scholarship
Chesapeake energy Corporation scholarship
andrew M. Coats scholarship
Coats Fellowship for summer public service
James w. Cochran Memorial scholarship
College of law Centennial scholarship
College of law endowed scholarship and Memorial 
College of law pros For africa partnership
College of law second Century scholarships 
Ronald e. abramson second Century scholarship 
Nathan aduddell second Century scholarship 
owen l. anderson second Century scholarship 
Michael and paige Bass second Century scholarship  
sean Burrage second Century scholarship 
Robin J. Cauthron second Century scholarship 
Charles e. daniels second Century scholarship  
Bryan and erika evans second Century scholarship  
Michael C. Felty second Century scholarship 
darin k. Fox second Century scholarship  
Joseph Harroz second Century scholarship 
sharon C. Jett second Century scholarship 
Randle G. Jones second Century scholarship  
Raymond J. kane second Century scholarship  
anthony M. laizure second Century scholarship 
Michael C. Mayhall second Century scholarship 
Gordon R. Melson second Century scholarship 
d. kent Meyers second Century scholarship 
John w. and Cecelia a. Norman Family Foundation  
 second Century scholarship  
scott and laura palk second Century scholarship 
Major w. park, Jr. second Century scholarship  
david a. poarch second Century scholarship 
Raal H. Roos second Century scholarship 
Harry F. tepker, Jr. second Century scholarship  
Chuck and Gina thompson second Century scholarship 
Ralph G. thompson second Century scholarship  
linda english weeks second Century scholarship 
Belynn whattley second Century scholarship 
Gary B. wilcox second Century scholarship
william t. Comfort, Jr. and James t. Comfort scholarship
Crowe & dunlevy scholarship
Richard R. downer Memorial scholarship
Carl p. and erma w. dunifon law scholarship
durbin, larimore & Bialick law scholarship
Frank and edna elkouri endowed law scholarship
Robert J. emery student support Fund
thelma and Hicks epton Fund
Rhys evans scholarship
George J. Fagin Municipal law endowment
Fellers snider diversity scholarship
ada lois sipuel Fisher scholarship
Cindy Foley Memorial indigent defense Fellowship
Cindy Foley outstanding Clinical student award
Rayburn l. Foster Memorial scholarship
George B. Fraser scholarship
paul k. Frost, ii Memorial scholarship
GableGotwals First amendment award
GableGotwals supreme Court award
General scholarship Fund
Justice william a. Grimes Civil libertarian award
Bill powell Guest Memorial scholarship
Justice Harry l. s. Halley Memorial scholarship
walter d. Hanson Memorial scholarship
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allen k. Harris scholarship award in Honor of  
dean John Gaines Hervey 
Hartzog Conger Cason & Neville scholarship
thomas p. Hester law Review scholarship
alan G. and anita l. Holloway law scholarship
vivien McConnell Hood scholarship
samuel e. Hooper Memorial scholarship
albert C. Hunt excellence in Clinical advocacy award
Cecil l. Hunt Memorial scholarship
J. Marshall Huser scholarship
Joel Jankowsky outstanding Graduate award
a. l. Jeffery Municipal law scholarship
senator Jeff Johnston Memorial scholarship
Jones, Givens, Gotcher & Bogan scholarship
kappa Beta pi scholarship
albert G. kulp Memorial scholarship
samuel a. laycock Memorial scholarship
Robert B. looper Memorial scholarship
Frank C. love Memorial scholarship
Marjorie p. Maute Memorial public service Fellowship 
Mcafee & taft award
John McHenry Mee scholarship 
Charles B. Memminger Memorial scholarships
Judge Clarence M. Mills scholarship
George, sr. and Nelly Miskovsky scholarship
Moyers, Martin, santee, imel & tetrick scholarship
oklahoma Bar association Bankruptcy and Reorganization section award
oklahoma Bar association Business and Corporate law section award
oklahoma Bar association tax section award
oklahoma Bar Foundation Chapman-Rogers scholarship
oklahoma Bar Foundation w. B. Clark Memorial scholarship award
oklahoma Bar Foundation Fellows scholarship
oklahoma Bar Foundation General scholarships 
oklahoma Bar Foundation thomas l. Hieronymus Memorial scholarship
oklahoma Bar Foundation Maurice H. Merrill scholarship
oklahoma Bar Foundation phillips allen porta scholarship
oklahoma scholars Fund
Justice Marian opala endowed scholarship award
t. Ray phillips, iii Memorial scholarship
welcome d. pierson Memorial award
Joseph F. Rarick “Just deserts” law award
Robert t. Rennie scholarship
Rocky Mountain Mineral law Foundation scholarship
Richard paul Ryan Memorial scholarship
salem Civil Rights award
dickson M. saunders Memorial scholarship
savage scholarship
Royce H. savage scholarship
sequoyah endowed scholarship
tannell a. and Madelyn shadid Memorial scholarship
Gene H. and Jo ann sharp law Review awards
ed shipp Memorial scholarship 
John shipp Memorial scholarship 
Bennie and audrey shultz scholarship
larry siria Community service award 
steve stack Memorial scholarship
allie M. and Robert e. stephenson scholarship
John paul stevens public interest Fellowship 
stuart Family Foundation ll.M. scholar Fund
students for access to Justice scholarship
warren p. taylor scholarship 
Ray teague Memorial scholarship
J. Roy thompson scholarship
lee B. thompson, sr. scholarship
Bess Zeldich Ungerman scholarship
May M. walker scholarship
Captain Brian e. wheeler write-on award
Joe G. wolfe Memorial scholarship
Judge w. a. and Mabel woodruff scholarship
James work Memorial
leon J. york scholarship
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